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Correlation of the Highest Energy Cosmic Rays with Nearby
Extragalactic Objects in Pierre Auger Observatory Data
J. D. Hague∗ for The Pierre Auger Collaboration†
∗University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico USA
†Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martı´n Norte 304, (5613) Malargu¨e, Mendoza, Argentina
Abstract. We update the analysis of correlation
between the arrival directions of the highest energy
cosmic rays observed by the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory and the positions of nearby active galaxies.
Keywords: Auger AGN anisotropy
I. INTRODUCTION
Using data collected between 1 January, 2004 and
31 August, 2007, the Pierre Auger Observatory has
reported [1] evidence of anisotropy in the arrival di-
rections of cosmic rays (CR) with energies exceeding
∼ 60 EeV (1 EeV is 1018 eV). The arrival directions
were correlated with the positions of nearby objects from
the 12th edition of the catalog of quasars and active
galactic nuclei (AGN) by Ve´ron-Cetty and Ve´ron [2]
(VCV catalog). This catalog is not an unbiased statistical
sample, since it is neither homogeneous nor statistically
complete. This is not an obstacle to demonstrating the
existence of anisotropy if CR arrive preferentially close
to the positions of nearby objects in this sample. The
nature of the catalog, however, limits the ability of
the correlation method to identify the actual sources of
cosmic rays. The observed correlation identifies neither
individual sources nor a specific class of astrophysical
sites of origin. It provides clues to the extragalactic
origin of the CR with the highest energies and suggests
that the suppression of the flux (see [3] and [4]) is due
to interaction with the cosmic background radiation.
In this article we update the analysis of correlation
with AGN in the VCV catalog by including data col-
lected through 31 March, 2009. We also analyse the
distribution of arrival directions with respect to the
location of the Centaurus cluster and the radio source
Cen A. Alternative tests that may discriminate among
different populations of source candidates are presented
in a separate paper at this conference [5].
II. DATA
The data set analyzed here consists of events ob-
served by the Pierre Auger Observatory prior to 31
March, 2009. We consider events with zenith angles
smaller than 60◦. The event selection implemented in the
present analysis requires that at least five active nearest-
neighbors surround the station with the highest signal
when the event was recorded, and that the reconstructed
shower core be inside an active equilateral triangle of
detectors. The integrated exposure for this event selec-
tion amounts to 17040 km2 sr yr (±3%), nearly twice
the exposure used in [1].
In [1] we published the list of 27 events with E >
57 EeV. Since then, the reconstruction algorithms and
calibration procedures of the Pierre Auger Observatory
have been updated. The lowest energy among these same
27 events is 55 EeV according to the latest reconstruc-
tion. Reconstructed values for the arrival directions of
these events differ by less than 0.1◦ from their previ-
ous determination. There are now 31 additional events
above the energy threshold of 55 EeV. The systematic
uncertainty of the observed energy for events used here
is ∼ 22% and the energy resolution is ∼ 17% [6], [7].
The angular resolution of the arrival directions for events
with energy above this threshold is better than 0.9◦ [8].
III. UPDATE OF THE CORRELATION WITH AGN
To avoid the negative impact of trial factors in a
posteriori analyses, the statistical significance of the
anisotropy reported in [1] was established through a
test with independent data. The parameters of the test
were chosen by an exploratory scan using events ob-
served prior to 27 May, 2006. The scan searched for
a correlation of CR with objects in the VCV catalog
with redshift less than zmax at an angular scale ψmax and
energy threshold Eth. The scan was implemented to find
a minimum of the probability P that k or more out of a
total of N events from an isotropic flux are correlated by
chance with the selected objects at the chosen angular
scale, given by
P =
N∑
j=k
(
N
j
)
piso
j(1− piso)N−j . (1)
We take piso to be the exposure-weighted fraction of the
sky accessible to the Pierre Auger Observatory that is
within ψmax degrees of the selected potential sources.
The minimum value of P was found for the parameters
ψmax = 3.1◦, zmax = 0.018 and Eth = 55 EeV (in
the present energy calibration). The probability that an
individual event from an isotropic flux arrives within
the fraction of the sky prescribed by these parameters
by chance is piso = 0.21.
Of the 27 events observed prior to 31 August, 2007,
13 were observed after the exploratory phase. Nine of
these arrival directions were within the prescribed area
of the sky, where 2.7 are expected on average if the
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Fig. 1. Monitoring the correlation signal. Left: The sequential analysis of cosmic rays with energy greater than 55 EeV arriving after 27 May,
2006. The likelihood ratio log10R (see Eqn (2)) for the data is plotted in black circles. Events that arrive within ψmax = 3.1
◦ of an AGN with
maximum redshift zmax = 0.018 result in an up-tick of this line. Values above the area shaded in blue have less than 1% chance probability
to arise from an isotropic distribution (piso = 0.21). Right: The most likely value of the binomial parameter pdata = k/N is plotted with black
circles as a function of time. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainties in the observed value are shaded. The horizontal dashed line shows the isotropic
value piso = 0.21. The current estimate of the signal is 0.38± 0.07. In both plots events to the left of the dashed vertical line correspond to
period II of Table I and those to the right, collected after [1], correspond to period III.
TABLE I
A NUMERICAL SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR EVENTS WITH E ≥ 55 EEV. SEE THE TEXT FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE ENTRIES.
Period Exposure GP N k kiso P
I 4390 unmasked 14 9 2.9masked 10 8 2.5
II 4500 unmasked 13 9 2.7 2× 10
−4
masked 11 9 2.8 1× 10−4
III 8150 unmasked 31 8 6.5 0.33masked 24 8 6.0 0.22
II+III 12650 unmasked 44 17 9.2 6× 10
−3
masked 35 17 8.8 2× 10−3
I+II 8890 unmasked 27 18 5.7masked 21 17 5.3
I+II+III 17040 unmasked 58 26 12.2masked 45 25 11.3
flux were isotropic. This degree of correlation provided
a 99% significance level for rejecting the hypothesis that
the distribution of arrival directions is isotropic.
The left panel of Fig. 1 displays the likelihood ratio
of correlation as a function of the total number of
time-ordered events observed since 27 May, 2006, i.e.
excluding the data used in the exploratory scan that lead
to the choice of parameters. The likelihood ratio R is
defined as (see [9] and [10])
R =
∫ 1
piso
pk(1− p)N−k dp
pisok(1− piso)N−k+1 . (2)
This quantity is the ratio between the binomial prob-
ability of correlation – marginalized over its range of
possible values and assuming a flat prior – and the
binomial probability in the isotropic case (piso = 0.21).
A sequential test rejects the isotropic hypothesis at the
99% significance level (and with less than 5% chance
of incorrectly accepting the null hypothesis) if R > 95.
The likelihood ratio test indicated a 99% significance
level for the anisotropy of the arrival directions using
the independent data reported in [1]. Subsequent data
neither strengthen the case for anisotropy, nor do they
contradict the earlier result. The departure from isotropy
remains at the 1% level as measured by the cumulative
binomial probability (P = 0.006), with 17 out of 44
events in correlation.
In the right panel of Fig. 1 we plot the degree of
correlation (pdata) with objects in the VCV catalog as
a function of the total number of time-ordered events
observed since 27 May, 2006. For each new event the
best estimate of pdata is k/N . The 1σ and 2σ uncer-
tainties in this value are determined such that the area
under the posterior distribution function is equal to 68%
and 95%, respectively. The current estimate, with 17 out
of 44 events that correlate in the independent data, is
pdata = 0.38, or more than two standard deviations from
the value expected from a purely isotropic distribution
of events. More data are needed to accurately constrain
this parameter.
The correlations between events with E ≥ 55 EeV
and AGN in the VCV catalog during the pre- and post-
exploratory periods of data collection are summarized in
Table I. The left most column shows the period in which
the data was collected. Period I is the exploratory period
from 1 January, 2004 through 26 May, 2006. The data
collected during this period was scanned to establish the
parameters which maximize the correlation. Period II is
from 27 May, 2006 through 31 August, 2007 and period
III includes data collected after [1], from 1 September,
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2007 through 31 March, 2009. The numbers in bold
correspond to period II+III and give the results for the
post-exploratory data (see Fig. 1). The exposure for each
period is listed in units of km2 sr yr and has an uncer-
tainty of 3%. If the region of the sky within 12◦ of the
galactic plane (GP) is included in the analysis then the
third column is marked “unmasked” (and piso = 0.21),
if not then it is marked “masked” (and piso = 0.25). The
average number of events from an isotropic flux expected
to correlate is listed as kiso = Npiso, where N is the total
number of events observed during each period. k is the
number of events that arrive within 3.1◦ of an AGN with
a redshift of 0.018. The cumulative binomial probability
(see Eqn (1)) is shown in the right most column. We do
not include this value for any row containing period I
because this period was used to determine the correlation
parameters for the rest of the table and cannot, therefore,
be interpreted as a statistical significance.
Note that during period I+II (reported in [1]), 18 out
of 27 events arrive within 3.1◦ of an AGN in the VCV
catalog with redshift less than 0.018. 1 There are 31
additional events (during period III) above the specified
energy threshold, 8 of which have arrival directions
within the prescribed area of the sky, not significantly
more than the 6.5 events that are expected to arrive on
average if the flux were isotropic.
While the degree of correlation with objects in the
VCV catalog has decreased with the accumulation of
new data, a re-scan of the complete data set shows that
the values of ψmax, zmax and Eth that characterise the
correlation have not changed appreciably from the values
reported in [1].
IV. A POSTERIORI ANALYSES
In this section we further analyze the complete set
of 58 events with energy larger than 55 EeV collected
before 31 March, 2009.
To complement the information given in Table I over
different angular scales, we plot in Fig. 2 the distribution
of angular separations between the arrival directions of
the 58 events with E > 55 EeV and the position of
the closest object in the VCV catalog within redshift
zmax ≤ 0.018. The cumulative distribution is plotted in
the left panel and the differential distribution is plotted
in the right. The average distribution expected for 58
events drawn from an isotropic flux is also shown. In
the right panel the 13 events with galactic latitudes |b| <
12◦ have been shaded. Note that only 1 of these 13
events is within 3◦ of a selected AGN. Incompleteness
of the VCV catalog due to obscuration by the Milky Way
or larger magnetic bending of CR trajectories along the
galactic disk are potential causes for smaller correlation
of arrival directions at small galactic latitudes.
An excess of events as compared to isotropic ex-
pectations is observed from a region of the sky
1Two additional events correlate within a slightly larger angular
distance, as reported in [1]. Here we restrict the analysis to the
parameters chosen to monitor the correlation signal.
close to the location of the radio source Cen A
((l, b) = (−50.5◦, 19.4◦) [11]). In Fig. 3 we plot the
distribution of events as a function of angular distance
from Cen A. In a Kolmogorov-Smirnov [12] test 2%
of isotropic realizations have maximum departure from
the isotropic expectation greater than or equal to the
maximum departure for the observed events. The excess
of events in circular windows around Cen A with the
smallest isotropic chance probability corresponds to a
radius of 18◦, which contains 12 events where 2.7 are
expected on average if the flux were isotropic. The
(differential) histogram of angular distances from Cen
A is in the right panel of Fig. 3.
By contrast, the region around the Virgo cluster is
densely populated with galaxies but does not have an
excess of events above isotropic expectations. In partic-
ular, a circle of radius 20◦ centred at the location of
M87 ((l, b) = (76.2◦, 74.5◦) [11]) does not contain any
of the 58 events with energy E > 55 EeV. This is a
region of relatively low exposure for the Pierre Auger
Observatory and only 1.2 event is expected on average
with the current statistics if the flux were isotropic.
V. DISCUSSION
With data collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory
between 1 January, 2004 and 31 March, 2009, we have
updated the analysis reported in [1] of correlation be-
tween the arrival directions of the highest energy cosmic
rays and the positions of nearby objects from the 12th
edition of the VCV catalog of quasars and active galactic
nuclei. The total number of events above 55 EeV is 58.
A subset of 44 events are independent of those used to
determine the parameters (ψmax = 3.1◦, zmax = 0.018
and Eth = 55 EeV) with which we monitor the correla-
tion signal (see Table I for more details). 17 of these 44
events correlate under these parameters. This correlation
has a less than 1% probability to occur by chance if
the arrival directions are isotropically distributed. The
evidence for anisotropy has not strengthened since the
analysis reported in [1]. The degree of correlation with
objects in the VCV catalog appears to be weaker than
suggested by the earliest data.
We note that there is an excess of events in the present
data set close to the direction of the radio source Cen A,
a region dense in potential sources. This excess is based
on a posteriori data but suggests that the region of the
sky near Cen A warrants further study.
Additional data are needed to make further progress
in the quest to identify the sites of ultra high energy
CR origin. Alternative tests that may discriminate among
different populations of source candidates are presented
in a separate paper at this conference [5].
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Fig. 2. The distribution of angular separations between the 58 events with E > 55 EeV and the closest AGN in the VCV catalog within
75 Mpc. Left: The cumulative number of events as a function of angular distance. The 68% the confidence intervals for the isotropic expectation
is shaded blue. Right: The histogram of events as a function of angular distance. The 13 events with galactic latitudes |b| < 12◦ are shown
with hatching. The average isotropic expectation is shaded brown.
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Fig. 3. Left: The cumulative number of events with E ≥ 55 EeV as a function of angular distance from Cen A. The average isotropic
expectation with approximate 68% confidence intervals is shaded blue. Right: The histogram of events as a function of angular distance from
Cen A. The average isotropic expectation is shaded brown.
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Abstract. We compare the distribution of arrival
directions of the highest energy cosmic rays detected
by the Pierre Auger Observatory from 1 January
2004 to 31 March 2009 with that of populations of po-
tential astrophysical sources. For this purpose, we use
several complementary statistical tests allowing one
to describe and quantify the degree of compatibility
between data and a given catalogue of sources. We
applied these tests to active galactic nuclei detected
in X-rays by SWIFT-BAT and to galaxies found in
the HI Parkes and in the 2 Micron All-Sky Surveys.
Keywords: UHECRs, Anisotropy, Astrophysical
catalogues
I. INTRODUCTION
The origin and nature of the ultra high energy cosmic
rays (UHECRs) are still unknown after more than half
a century since their discovery. The deflections en-
countered by UHECRs during their propagation through
galactic and extra galactic magnetic fields make a direct
identification of their sources difficult.
Recently, the Pierre Auger Collaboration reported a
correlation between the arrival directions of the highest
energy events observed (E ≥ 6 × 1019 eV) and the
directions of known active galaxies closer than 100
Mpc [1], [2]. An update of this analysis [3] with data
collected up to 31 March 2009 shows that the evidence
for anisotropy remains at the 99% confidence level,
although the correlation has not strenghtened. In any
case, this result does not imply that AGN are indeed
the actual sources of UHECRs, since many other source
scenarios could in principle reproduce the observed data.
In the present study, we compare the arrival directions
of data from the Pierre Auger Observatory with the
position of potential astrophysical sources. First, we
compute the standard cross-correlation function between
the observed arrival directions and a volume-selected
sample of galaxies from the 2MRS [4] catalogue, under
the simple assumption of an equal contribution of each
source to the cosmic ray flux. Then we compare our data
with three different catalogues (X-ray AGNs detected by
SWIFT [5], galaxies in the HI-Parkes [6], [7] and 2MRS
surveys) taking into account the intrinsic luminosity and
the distance of the sources. For this comparison, we use
two complementary methods: a likelihood test and a test
based on the scalar product of functions on the sphere.
II. DATA SET
The data set consists of 58 events recorded by the
Pierre Auger Observatory from 1 January 2004 to 31
March 2009, with energies reconstructed above 55 EeV
and zenith angles smaller than 60◦. The energy resolu-
tion is 17% , with a systematic uncertainty of 22%[8].
The angular resolution, defined as the angular radius
that would contain 68% of the reconstructed events is
≤ 0.9◦. We use the energy threshold that maximizes
the departure from isotropy through the correlation with
AGN [1]. This particular value corresponds to the region
where the energy spectrum of UHECRs [8] presents a
significant deviation from the power-law extrapolated
from lower energy. This supports the idea of a sharp
reduction of the cosmic rays horizon due to the GZK
effect [9], [10], at energies greater than ≃ 50− 60 EeV,
limiting drastically the number of contributing sources.
III. ASTROPHYSICAL CATALOGUES
Recent analysis comparing Auger data with the
SWIFT-BAT and HIPASS catalogues can be found in
[11], [12], [13]. The 22 months SWIFT-BAT [5] cat-
alogue provides the most uniform all-sky hard X-ray
survey to date, it contains a total of 261 Seyfert galax-
ies and AGN. The HIPASS [6], [7] galaxy catalogue
contains a large number of extragalactic HI sources that
could host preferentially GRBs and magnetars producing
UHECRs. Here, we adopt the flux limit Sint > 9.4 Jy
km s−1 following [13], leading to a total number of
3058 galaxies. As in [12], we also consider a sub-sample
of the HIPASS catalogue, that we call HIPASS HL in
the following text, that contains the 765 most luminous
galaxies. We use the compilation (2MRS) provided by
Huchra et al. [4] of the redshifts of the Kmag < 11.25
brightest galaxies from the 2MASS[14] catalogue. The
catalogue, containing ≃ 23000 sources, provides an
excellent image of the distribution of local matter. For
the cross-correlation analysis, we use a volume-selected
sample of galaxies from the 2MRS catalogue (2MRS
VS thereafter) to prevent a bias toward the faint galaxies
at small distances. We select galaxies with 10 Mpc <
d < 200 Mpc and absolute magnitudes Mk < −25.25,
leading to 1940 objects in this sub-sample. For 2MRS,
we exclude from the analysis UHECRs events (and
sources for 2MRS VS) that have |b| < 10◦ to avoid a
bias due to incompleteness in the galactic plane region.
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A. Cross-correlation
Fig. 1. Cross-correlation between Auger data and 2MRS VS galaxies:
cumulative relative excess of pairs as a function of the separation angle.
Error bars represent the dispersion in 68% of isotropic realizations.
The cross-correlation function with 2MRS VS is
shown in figure 1. There is a clear excess of pairs for
separation angles smaller than 30◦. The most significant
departure from isotropy is observed at 3◦: the fraction
of simulated samples that give a higher number of pairs
than in the data is f ≃ 1.5 × 10−3. Under the basic
assumption of an equal contribution of each source to
the cosmic ray flux, this simple result is an indication
that the arrival directions of the UHECRs are partially
correlated to the local distribution of matter.
B. Smoothed density maps
For each catalogue, we can build a density map
with two free parameters: the smoothing angle and the
fraction of isotropic background. Because of the lack of
strong physical input for these parameters, we use the
data to determine their best fit values for each catalogue.
The smoothed maps are described by a function Fc(n),
which is normalized such that its value in a given
direction n corresponds to the predicted probability of
detecting a cosmic ray in that direction, according to the
model.
We add an isotropic background in the density map
as a free parameter to account for the missing flux, for
it is very likely that the catalogue does not contain all
the cosmic rays sources.
We write the function Fc(n) as :
Fc(n) = I
−1 ε(n)µ(n)
[
fiso
Ω
+ (1− fiso)
φc(n)
〈φ〉
]
where φc(n) is the flux coming from the catalogue
objects and fiso the fraction of isotropic background, the
quantities Ω =
∫
dΩ′µ(n) and 〈φ〉 =
∫
dΩµ(n)φc(n)
accounting for the normalization. The relative exposure
of the Pierre Auger Observatory is taken into account
by a purely geometrical function ε(n) computed analyt-
ically. The catalogue mask function µ(n) is equal to 0
in the regions of the sky that must be removed, and 1
elsewhere. Finally, the global normalization constant I
ensures that the integral of Fc(n) is equal to unity.
The flux coming from the Ncat sources is given by:
φc(n) =
Ncat∑
i=1
w(zi) e
−
d(n
i
,n)2
2σ2
where d(ni,n) is the angle between the direction of
the source ni and the direction of interest n. The
free parameter σ (smoothing angle) enables us to take
into account the angular resolution of the Pierre Auger
Observatory and the deflections experienced by cosmic
rays, under the simplifying assumption that these deflec-
tions are purely random and gaussian. A weight w(zi) is
attributed to the ith source located at redshift zi. In this
study, we assume a weight proportional to the flux φi
of the source, measured in a given range of wavelengths
(X-rays for SWIFT-BAT, radio for HIPASS and near IR
for 2MRS), multiplied by an attenuation factor due to the
GZK suppression, that is implemented following [13].
For each catalogue, we find the values of σ and fiso
that maximize the log-likelihood of the data sample:
LL =
Ndata∑
k=1
lnFc(nk)
where nk is the direction of the kth event. The results
are shown in fig. 2 (a). We find (σ, fiso) = (7.1◦, 0.65)
for SWIFT-BAT, (1.4◦, 0.7) for 2MRS, (6◦, 0.64) for
HIPASS and (5.3◦, 0.67) for HIPASS HL. For the fol-
lowing analyses, we use these parameters, though they
are not strongly constrained with the present statistics.
C. Results of the likelihood test
Finding the values of σ and fiso that maximize
the log-likelihood does not ensure that the model fits
well the data. To test the compatibility between data
and model, we generate 104 simulated data samples,
containing the same number of events as in the data.
The points are either drawn from the model density map
or isotropically, and we compare the distributions of the
mean log-likelihood (LL/Ndata) with the value obtained
for the data. The results are illustrated in fig. 2 (b).
The data are in agreement with all models and signifi-
cantly different from isotropic expectations. The fraction
of simulated isotropic realizations that give a higher
value than the data is around 10−5 for SWIFT, 10−3
for 2MRS and HIPASS HL and 10−2 for HIPASS.
The likelihood test is, by its intrinsic nature, only sen-
sitive to the fact that data points lie or not in high density
regions of the catalogue. We thus use a complementary
method to test if all regions of the catalogue are fairly
represented in the data set.
D. The 2-fold correlation coefficients method
This test is based on the computation of two co-
efficients characterizing the compatibility between the
smoothed density map of the model and a similar density
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Fig. 2. (a) Probability contours for the log-likelihood maximisation. The maximum is indicated by a black point. (b) Distributions of mean
log-likelihood per event for the isotropy (labelled as I) and for the model (II). Data is indicated by a black vertical line.
map computed for the data. We apply a gaussian filtering
to the Ndata data points to obtain the following density
map:
Fd(n) =
µ(n)
2piσ2 Ndata
Ndata∑
j=1
exp
(
−
d(nj,n)
2
2σ2
)
The first coefficient, called ”correlation coefficient” is
given by:
C(Fd, Fc) =
∫
Fc(n)Fd(n) dΩ√∫ (
Fc(n)
)2
dΩ
∫ (
Fd(n)
)2
dΩ
This coefficient ranges from 0 (Fc and Fd are an-
ticorrelated) to 1 (Fc and Fd are identical). A high
value of C(Fd, Fc) indicates a good match between data
and model distributions. The second coefficient, called
”concentration coefficient” is defined by:
Idd =
∫
F 2d (n) dΩ.
This second observable carries the information about the
intrinsic clustering properties of the angular distribution
of the data. The magnitude of Idd depends on the density
map contrast: it is maximum if all the data points have
the same position on the sky, and minimum if the
points are uniformly distributed on the sphere. These
coefficients are related to the standard two point cross
and auto-correlation functions.
For each model, we generate 104 simulated samples
containing the same number of events as in the data.
The points are either drawn from the model density map
or isotropically. Fulfilling the test requires that both C
and Idd distributions obtained with simulated sample are
compatible with the values computed with the data.
The results of the test are shown in fig. 3. The
data are compatible with all models, the map based
on SWIFT-BAT gives, as in the likelihood test, the
most discriminant test against isotropy. The fraction of
isotropic simulations that have both a higher correlation
and concentration coefficients than the data is ∼ 4×10−3
for HIPASS and lower than 10−4 for SWIFT-BAT.
V. CONCLUSION
The Pierre Auger Observatory has recorded 58 cosmic
rays with energies E > 55 EeV between 1 January 2004
and 31 March 2009. Different complementary tests are
applied to extract information about the compatibility
between the arrival directions of Auger events and
models based on catalogues of potential astrophysical
sources or isotropic distributions.
When performing a cross-correlation analysis with the
2MRS VS catalogue, we find an excess of pairs over
a range of angular scales, indicating that the UHECRs
may be partially correlated to the distribution of local
matter (under a basic ”equal flux” assumption). We then
apply two other tests that require the computation of
smoothed maps of expected cosmic ray flux. The maps
have two free parameters, that are determined through
the maximization of the likelihood of the data.
The log-likelihood and the 2-fold correlation coef-
ficients tests show that our data are different from
isotropic expectations and compatible with the models
based on SWIFT-BAT, 2MRS and HIPASS catalogues
with the parameters maximizing the likelihood. Within
one standard deviation, these parameters are σ ≤ 10◦
and fiso ∈ [0.4; 0.8]. The map based on SWIFT-BAT
gives the most discriminant test against isotropy.
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Fig. 3. Two dimensional distributions of the correlation and concentration coefficient for isotropic simulations (labelled as I) and for the model
(labelled as II). The value obtained with data is indicated by a black point. The individual distributions of the correlation and concentration
coefficients are shown, the data being indicated by a vertical line.
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Search for intrinsic anisotropy in the UHECRs data from the
Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract. We discuss techniques which have been
developed for determining the intrinsic anisotropy
of sparse ultra-high-energy cosmic ray datasets, in-
cluding a two point, an improved two point and
a three point method. Monte-Carlo studies of the
sensitivities of these tests are presented. We perform
a scan in energy above the 100 highest energy events
(corresponding to ≃43 EeV) detected at the Pierre
Auger Observatory and find that the largest deviation
from isotropic expectations occurs for events above
52 EeV.
Keywords: UHECRs, anisotropy, autocorrelation
I. INTRODUCTION
The origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHE-
CRs) with energies greater then 1018 eV has been a
longstanding mystery since their discovery about 50
years ago [1]. The Pierre Auger Collaboration has re-
cently shown that the flux of cosmic rays is strongly
suppressed above 4 × 1019 eV [2], providing evidence
for the 1966 prediction of Greisen [3] and of Zatsepin
and Kuz’min [4] (GZK). The effect of energy losses
combined with the anisotropic distribution of matter in
the 100 Mpc volume around us suggests that cosmic
rays at the highest energies are likely to be distributed
anisotropically. This expectation of anisotropy above the
GZK threshold was verified in 2007 [5], [6], when the
Auger Collaboration reported an evidence for anisotropy
at a C.L. of at least 99% using the correlation of the
cosmic rays detected at the Pierre Auger Observatory
with energies above ∼ 6 × 1019 eV and the positions
of the galaxies in the Veron-Cetty & Veron [7] (VCV)
catalogue of active galactic nuclei (AGNs).
Here we report on tests designed to answer the
question of whether the arrival directions of the highest-
energy events observed by Auger are consistent with
being drawn from an isotropic distribution, with no ref-
erence to an association with AGN or other extragalactic
objects. The goal is to test for anisotropy using only the
cosmic-ray data.
II. STATISTICAL METHODS
At the highest energies, the steepening of the energy
spectrum makes the current statistics so small that a
measure of a statistically significant departure from
isotropy is hard to establish, especially when using blind
generic tests. This motivated us to test several methods
by challenging their power for detecting anisotropy using
simulated samples with few data points (typically less
than 100) drawn from different kinds of anisotropies
both in large and small scales. We report in this paper on
auto-correlation analyses, using differential approaches
based on a 2pt function, an extended 2pt function
(refered to as 2pt+ in the following), and a 3pt function.
The standard 2pt function [8] was used as a reference.
We histogrammed the number of event pairs within a
given angular distance in bins of 5◦ and compared it to
the isotropic expectation obtained from a large number
(typically 106) of Monte-Carlo samples. The departure
from isotropy is then measured through a pseudo-log-
likelihood ΣP :
ΣdataP =
N∑
i=1
lnP(niobs|n
i
exp),
where niobs and niexp are the observed and expected
number of event pairs in bin i and P the Poisson
distribution. The resulting ΣdataP is then compared to the
distribution of ΣP obtained from isotropic Monte-Carlo
samples. The probability P for the data to come from
the realisation of an isotropic distribution is calculated
as the fraction of samples having ΣP lower than ΣdataP .
A statistics was constructed to add the orientation
information of the event pairs to the 2pt information[9].
The new estimator, 2pt+, is calculated on the data and
on a large set of Monte-Carlo samples in the same way
than in the 2pt case. Again, the departure from isotropy
is measured by the fraction of samples giving a 2pt+
estimate smaller than the data.
Finally, we also constructed a 3pt method based
on [10] where, for each triangle defined by a triplet
of data points, a shape (round or elongated) and a
strength (small or big) parameter can be calculated. The
2 dimensional distribution of these parameters from the
data is then compared to the average expectation from
a large set of Monte-Carlo samples of the same size by
means of the same log-likelihood method with Poisson
statistics than in the previous cases. More details can be
found in [11].
III. MONTE-CARLO STUDIES
A test is usually defined in terms of a threshold α,
which is the probability against the wrong rejection
of the null hypothesis (in our case wrongly rejecting
isotropy or claiming an anisotropy while there is not),
and of a power 1 − β, which is the probability to
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Fig. 1. Power of the 2pt (filled circles), 2pt+ (filled squares)
and 3pt (empty circles) tests as a function of the number of
events, for 2 threshold values: 1% (lines) and 0.1% (dotted
lines). Events are drawn from nearby (z ≤ 0.018) AGN
from [7] with no isotropic background (upper panel) and 50%
isotropic background (lower panel).
successfully claim anisotropy when it exits. A good test
is a test that for a given number of events and a given
threshold α has a high power 1 − β. When the power
of a test is less than 90%, the test may often miss a
true signal. In this section, we present the power of the
three tests at different thresholds α as a function of the
number of events, based on mock samples inspired from
the correlation of UHECRs with nearby extragalactic
objects we reported in [5], [6].
We first built fair samples of the VCV catalogue
of AGNs with redshift z ≤ 0.018, accounting for the
exposure function of the experiment. On the upper panel
of Fig.1, we show the power of the 2pt test (filled
circles), of the 2pt+ test (filled squares) and of the
3pt test (empty circles) as a function of the number of
events. Two thresholds are illustrated: α = 1% (lines)
and α = 0.1% (dotted lines). Whatever the number of
events, the 2pt+ and 3pt tests are always more powerful
than the standard 2pt one, and this is even more the case
when the number of events decreases. Meanwhile, below
50 events, the power of each test is rapidly getting lower
even in the case of a 1% threshold, reaching only less
than 50% at best with 20 events.
minE
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Fig. 2. Significance of the anisotropy in the highest energy
events as a function of Emin. Filled squares (empty circles)
are the probability values calculated using the 2pt+ method
(3pt method). The largest departure from isotropy is found at
energy of about 52 EeV.
We show the same analysis on the lower panel of Fig.1
but by adding a 50% mixture of isotropic events to the
anisotropic signal. All tests are then less sensitive than
in the previous case, the power of the best of them (3pt)
being always below 90% even with a threshold of 1%,
and reaching only few % when dealing with 20 events.
It thus turns out that at low statistics, the sensitivity of
the tests gets rapidly diluted, their power never reaching
90% unless a strong signal of anisotropy is present in
the data set.
IV. APPLICATION TO THE DATA
The data set we use in this analysis consists of the
100 highest energy events (corresponding to energies
greater than ≃43 EeV) with zenith angles smaller than
60◦ recorded by the surface detector of the Pierre Auger
Observatory from January, 1st 2004 to March, 31st
2009. The energy resolution is 17%, with a systematic
uncertainty fo 22% [2]. The angular resolution, defined
as the angular radius around the true cosmic ray direction
that would contain 68% of the reconstructed shower
directions, is at these energies better than 0.9◦[13]. The
fiducial cut implemented in the present analysis requires
that at least 5 active nearest detectors surround the one
with the highest signal when the event was recorded,
and that the reconstructed shower core is inside an active
equilateral triangle of detectors.
Applying both 2pt+ and 3pt estimators, we performed
a scan in energy to search for intrinsic anisotropy. We
show in Fig.2 the results of this scan, starting from
the 20 highest energy events (Emin ≃ 73EeV), and
lowering the energy threshold by adding each time the
10 next events up to the 100 highest energy events
(Emin ≃ 43EeV). The filled squares are the results
obtained using the 2pt+ method, while the empty circles
are the results obtained using the 3pt method. The
maximal departure from isotropy is observed to occur at
≃ 52EeV (for the 70 highest energy events) using both
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methods: at this energy threshold, the probability P for
the data to be a realisation of an isotropic background
is P = 0.26% using the 2pt+ estimator and P = 0.56%
using the 3pt estimator. For higher energy thresholds,
both methods give results above the % level. As expected
from the second toy model described in the previous
section, the relatively low power of the tests when
lowering the number of events prevents us to conclude
on the isotropic or anisotropic nature of the sky from
these observations.
The numbers reported here do not take into account
the penalties associated to the scan in energy. In any
case, as all those analyses were performed a posteriori,
this prevents us to rigorously report on probabilities that
could be taken at face value.
In Fig.3, we illustrate the largest departure from
isotropy we found in the data using the 3pt method, by
showing the log-likelihood of individual bins in shape-
strength parameter space of data above 52 EeV compared
against isotropic expectations (upper panel). Because of
bin-bin correlations, the method sums the log-likelihoods
to obtain ΣdataP and compares them against isotropic
skies to determine the probability that an isotropic
distribution may produce this pattern at random. The
distribution of ΣP for 2× 104 isotropic skies is plotted
with black hatching in the lower panel. As in the 2pt
and the 2pt+ cases, the departure from isotropy is then
obtained by counting the number of isotropic Monte-
Carlo skies with a lower ΣP than the one observed in
the data.
V. CONCLUSION
We have reported three statistical methods to search
for intrinsic anisotropy of the UHECRs data measured at
the Pierre Auger Observatory. Despite of the sensitivity
improvement that the 2pt+ and 3pt tests bring with
respect to the standard 2pt test, they still show relatively
low power at low statistics, as estimated on toy Monte-
Carlo samples drawn with the help of catalogues of
nearby astronomical objects. This makes difficult the
detection of anisotropy independently of any catalogue
of astronomical objects even at 99% confidence level
with the current statistics we are dealing with at the
highest energies. On the contrary, tests designed on
correlation of UHECRs with the positions of nearby
astronomical objects are more powerful to provide evi-
dence for anisotropy [14], [15]. More statistics is clearly
necessary to establish any anisotropy claim using the
kind of blind generic tests we presented in this paper.
Fig. 3. Top: for each bin in shape and strength, we plot the
natural-log of the Poisson probability to observe nobs triplets
given nexp expected from an isotropic sky, in shades of blue.
Bottom : The distribution of ΣP for 2× 104 isotropic skies is
plotted with black hatching. The significance is calculated by
counting the number of isotropic Monte-Carlo skies to the left
of the data (dashed red line).
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Ultra-high energy photon studies with the Pierre Auger
Observatory
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Abstract. While the most likely candidates for
cosmic rays above 1018 eV are protons and nuclei,
many of the scenarios of cosmic ray origin predict
in addition a photon component. Detection of this
component is not only of importance for cosmic-ray
physics but would also open a new research window
with impact on astrophysics, cosmology, particle and
fundamental physics. The Pierre Auger Observatory
can be used for photon searches of unprecedented
sensitivity. At this conference, the status of this search
will be reported. In particular the first experimental
limits at EeV energies will be presented.
Keywords: UHE photons, upper limits, Auger
I. INTRODUCTION
The composition of ultra-high energy cosmic rays
(UHECR), i.e. those above 1018 eV, is still unknown.
The Pierre Auger Observatory [1], the newly completed
giant air shower detector, with its unprecedented event
statistics, brings us closer than ever to resolving this
issue. One of the theoretical candidates for UHECR are
photons. The first photon searches based on Auger data
resulted in upper limits on photon fractions and fluxes
[2], [3]. So far, no primary CR photons were identified,
the most significant upper limit on the photon fraction
is 2% for photons of energies above 10 EeV, based
on the data collected by the surface array of particle
counters of the Pierre Auger Observatory. This limit
severely constrains the family of ’top-down’ models [4]
which predict large photon contributions (up to 50%)
to the observed CR flux. A smaller contribution with
typical values around ∼0.1% is expected in ’bottom-
up’ models. Here, so-called ’GZK-photons’ originate
during the propagation of charged particles by photo-
pion production with background radiation.
Until now, all UHE photon limits were placed at ener-
gies larger than 10 EeV. In this work the first limits for
photons of energies down to 2 EeV are presented, based
on the data collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory.
II. DATA SET AND SELECTION CUTS
The Pierre Auger Observatory collects data with
two independent techniques: a surface array of water
Cherenkov detectors (Surface Detector - SD) and a net-
work of fluorescence telescopes (Fluorescence Detector
- FD). The analysis presented in this work concerns
the hybrid data (i.e. events recorded by both detectors)
collected between December 2004 and December 2007.
Fig. 1. Relative exposure to primary photons, protons and iron nuclei,
normalized to protons at 10 EeV, after applying the quality and fiducial
volume cuts with the requirement of the hybrid trigger (see text). In
order to guide the eye polynomial fits are superimposed to the obtained
values.
The hybrid data statistics are reduced comparing to the
pure SD data because of the limited FD duty cycle
(∼13% of the total time). On the other hand, the ad-
vantage of the hybrid technique is the direct observation
of the longitudinal shower profile, reaching also to lower
energies.
The requirements for the hybrid event selection in-
clude a good quality of shower longitudinal profiles
(e.g. enough FD phototubes triggered, good quality of
the profile fit, small contamination of direct Cherenkov
light) and the shower maximum Xmax within the FD
field of view (see Ref. [5] and references therein). It
has been proven before [2] that Xmax is a powerful
discriminating variable for photon searches (photon-
induced showers in general reach their maxima deeper
in the atmosphere than showers initiated by nuclei) and
we make use of this fact here.
To avoid biases introduced by the above requirements
a set of energy dependent fiducial volume cuts was
introduced: nearly vertical showers and those landing
too far from the detector were rejected from the analysis.
Technical details and a complete list of the data selection
cuts with explanations can be found in Ref. [5].
After applying the selection criteria the acceptances
for photon and nuclear primaries are similar in the
energy region of interest. This is shown in Fig. 1.
The presented shower simulations were performed with
CORSIKA [6] using QGSJET01 [7] and FLUKA [8]
interaction models and processed through a complete
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detector simulation and reconstruction chain [9]. The
application of all the cuts resulted in a data sample
of ntotal(Ethr) = 2063, 1021, 436 and 131 events
above the predefined energy thresholds: Ethr = 2, 3,
5 and 10 EeV respectively. To account for the efficiency
dependence on the primary energy, fiducial volume
cut correction factors ²fvc(Ethr) = 0.72, 0.77, 0.77
and 0.77 were introduced for Ethr = 2, 3, 5 and 10
EeV respectively. These corrections are conservative and
independent of the assumptions on the actual primary
fluxes (see Ref. [5] for details).
The presence of clouds during shower detection could
change the efficiencies shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the
reconstructed values of Xmax could be affected in case
the measured longitudinal profile is partially obscured
by clouds. In consequence, the primary particle could
be misidentified. Thus, events are qualified as photon
candidates only when IR cloud cameras could verify the
absence of clouds. The fraction of events passing this
cloud cut was determined by individual inspection of
subsets of the data sample to be ²clc = 0.51.
III. THE PHOTON UPPER LIMITS AT EEV
To calculate the photon limit, the number of photon
candidates nγ has to be specified for all the considered
values of Ethr. This is done by constructing the photon
candidate cut as the median of the Xmax distribution
for photons. The relevant efficiency correction is then
²pcc = 0.5. The values of the median were extracted with
dedicated simulations performed for primary photons
with geometry and energy corresponding to all the
potential photon candidates. A parametrization for the
typical median photon depth of shower maximum is
shown as a solid line in Fig. 2, where the Xmax values
are plotted versus the reconstructed event energies above
the lowest considered threshold (2 EeV) for all the events
with Xmax ≥ 800 g cm−2 after executing all the cuts
discussed before. Statistical uncertainties are typically a
few percent in energy and ∼ 15-30 g cm−2 in Xmax
while systematic uncertainties are ∼22% in energy and
∼11 g cm−2 in Xmax. The photon candidates are located
above the pcc line in Fig 2: nγ−cand = 8, 1, 0, 0 for the
considered threshold energies Ethr = 2, 3, 5 and 10
EeV respectively. It has been checked that the observed
number of photon candidates is within the expectations
in case of nuclear primaries only. In Fig. 2 the 5% tail
of the proton Xmax distribution is shown. We therefore
conclude that the observed photon candidate events may
well be due to nuclear primaries only.
With the candidate number and the efficiency correc-
tions defined above, the 95% c.l. upper limit for photon
fraction can be calculated as
F 95γ (Ethr) =
n95γ−cand(Ethr)
1
²fvc
1
²pcc
ntotal(Ethr)²clc
(1)
where n95γ−cand(Ethr) is the 95% c.l. upper limit on
the number of photon candidates. n95γ−cand(Ethr) was
Fig. 2. Measured depth of shower maximum vs. energy for deep
Xmax events (blue dots) after quality, fiducial volume and cloud cuts.
Red crosses show the 8 photon candidate events (see text). The solid
red line indicates the typical median depth of shower maximum for
primary photons.The dashed blue line indicates the 5% tail in the
proton Xmax distribution using QGSJET 01.
calculated using the Poisson distribution and conserva-
tively assuming no background of nuclear primaries. The
resultant 95% c.l. upper limits on the photon fractions
are 3.8%, 2.4%, 3.5% and 11.7% for the primary ener-
gies above 2, 3, 5 and 10 EeV respectively.
The robustness of these results was checked against
different sources of uncertainties. The variation of the
selection criteria within the experimental resolution es-
sentially does not affect the results. The effective to-
tal uncertainty in Xmax for this analysis amounts to
∼16 g cm−2 (see Ref. [5] for details). Increasing (re-
ducing) all the reconstructed Xmax values by 16 g cm−2
increases (reduces) the number of photon candidates
only for the two lowest energy thresholds: 2 and 3 EeV.
The corresponding variations of the photon upper limits
are: F 95γ (Ethr = 2 EeV) = 4.8% (3.8% – no variation)
and F 95γ (Ethr = 3 EeV) = 3.1% (1.5%).
IV. DISCUSSION
The current upper limits on photon fractions compared
to theoretical predictions are plotted in Fig. 3. The Auger
hybrid photon upper limits above 2, 3, and 5 EeV
placed with this analysis are the first photon upper
limits below 10 EeV. The limit above 10 EeV is an
update of the previous Auger hybrid limit published in
Ref. [2]. The predictions of ’top-down’ models were
tested here in a new energy range and the constraints
from the Auger SD limits were confirmed by data taken
with the fluorescence technique. It should be noted that
the presented limits together with the one published in
Ref. [2] are the only ones based on fluorescence data. It
is also worth mentioning that the previous 10 EeV SD
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Fig. 3. Upper limits on the photon fraction in the integral cosmic-
ray flux from different experiments. The limits from the Auger surface
detector are labeled ’Auger SD’ and the limits from this work – ’Auger
Hybrid’. The thick red line indicates sensitivity of the southern site
of the Auger Observatory to the photon fractions after 20 years of
operation. The other lines indicate predictions from ’top-down’ models
and the shaded region shows the expected GZK photon fraction. The
labels shown here are explained in [5].
limit only marginally constrains the photon prediction at
lower energies: even for Ethr = 5 EeV as many as 75%
events have the energies in previously untested 5-10 EeV
range.
The new limits reduce uncertainties related to the con-
tamination of photons at EeV energies in other analyses
of shower data. For instance, the possible contamination
from photons was one of the dominant uncertainties for
deriving the proton-air cross-section (see e.g. [10]). This
uncertainty is now reduced to ∼50 mb for data at EeV
energies, which corresponds to a relative uncertainty of
∼10%. Photon contamination is important also in the
reconstruction of the energy spectrum or determination
of the nuclear primary composition.
In future photon searches, the separation power be-
tween photons and nuclear primaries can be enhanced
by adding the detailed information measured with the
surface detectors in hybrid events.
V. PERSPECTIVES
The current exposure of the Pierre Auger Observatory
is already a factor ∼4 larger than the exposure used for
the 2% photon limit at 10 EeV. Hence, the Observatory
starts to be sensitive to photon fractions within the
predicted range of GZK photons and specific GZK
scenarios will be tested by UHE photon searches for
the first time. Within 20 years of operation the southern
part of the Observatory the detection of photon events at
fractions below ∼0.1% (above 10 EeV) will be at hand
(see Fig. 3). The sensitivity to UHE photons will be
significantly strengthened with the advent of the northern
site of the Observatory in Colorado (USA). This site is
planned to cover a surface a factor 7 larger than the one
in Argentina.
The northern site of the Observatory will bring an-
other opportunity related to the UHE photon search.
Thanks to the difference between the local geomag-
netic fields at the two sites a possible detection of
UHE photons at Auger South may be confirmed in
an unambiguous way at Auger North by observing the
well predictable change in the signal from geomagnetic
cascading of UHE photon showers [11].
The photon upper limits placed by the Auger Collab-
oration also address fundamental physics questions. The
GZK photons are expected to be absorbed on scales of
a few Mpc by pair production with background photons
if Lorentz symmetry holds. On the other hand, violation
of Lorentz invariance could lead to the observation of
an increased photon flux. The new constraints placed on
the violation of Lorentz invariance based on our photon
limits are substantially more stringent than previous
ones [12]. A future detection of UHE photons will
further impact fundamental physics and other branches
of physics (see e.g. [13]).
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Abstract. The array of water-Cherenkov detectors
of the Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to
neutrinos of > 1 EeV of all flavours. These interact
through charged and neutral currents in the atmo-
sphere (down-going) and, for tau neutrinos, through
the ”Earth skimming” mechanism (up-going). Both
types of neutrinos can be identified by the presence
of a broad time structure of signals in the water-
Cherenkov detectors in the inclined showers that
they induce when interacting close to ground. Using
data collected from 1 January 2004 to 28 February
2009, we present for the first time an analysis based
on down-going neutrinos and place a competitive
limit on the all-flavour diffuse neutrino flux. We also
update the previous limit for up-going tau neutri-
nos. Sources of possible backgrounds and systematic
uncertainties are discussed.
Keywords: UHE neutrinos, cosmic rays, Pierre
Auger Observatory
I. INTRODUCTION
Essentially all models of Ultra High Energy Cosmic
Ray (UHECR) production predict neutrinos as the result
of the decay of charged pions, produced in interactions
of the CRs within the sources themselves or in their
propagation through background radiation fields [1], [2].
Neutrinos are also copiously produced in top-down mod-
els proposed as alternatives to explain the production of
UHECRs [1].
With the surface detector (SD) of the Pierre Auger
Observatory [3] we can detect and identify UHE neutri-
nos (UHEνs) in the EeV range and above.
Earth-skimming tau neutrinos [4], [5] are expected to
be observed through the detection of showers induced
by the decay products of an emerging τ lepton, after
the propagation and interaction of a flux of ντ inside
the Earth. A limit on the diffuse flux of UHE ντ was
already placed using this technique with data collected
from 1 Jan 04 to 31 Aug 07 [5].
The SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory has also been
shown to be sensitive to “down-going” neutrinos of all
flavours interacting in the atmosphere, and inducing a
shower close to the ground [6]. In this contribution we
present for the first time an analysis based on down-
going neutrinos and place a competitive limit on the all-
flavour diffuse neutrino flux using data from 1 Jan 04 up
to 28 Feb 09. We also update the limit on the up-going
tau neutrinos.
II. IDENTIFYING NEUTRINOS IN DATA
Identifying neutrino-induced showers in the much
larger background of the ones initiated by nucleonic
cosmic rays is based on a simple idea: neutrinos can
penetrate large amounts of matter and generate “young”
inclined showers developing close to the SD exhibiting
shower fronts extended in time (Fig. 1 right). In con-
trast, UHE particles such as protons or heavier nuclei
interact within a few tens of g cm−2 after entering the
atmosphere, producing “old” showers with shower fronts
narrower in time (Fig. 1 left).
Although the SD is not directly sensitive to the nature
of the arriving particles, the 25 ns time resolution of the
FADC traces in which the signal is digitised in the SD
stations, allows us to distinguish the narrow signals in
time, expected from a shower initiated high in the atmo-
sphere, from the broad signals expected from a young
shower. Several observables can be used to characterise
the time structure and shape of the FADC traces. They
are described in [8] where their discrimination power is
also studied.
Down-going neutrinos of any flavour interacting
through charged (CC) or neutral (NC) current, may
induce showers in the atmosphere that can be detected
using the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory (Fig. 2).
Detailed simulations of UHE neutrinos forced to interact
deep in the atmosphere were produced. Both CC and NC
neutrino interactions were simulated using HERWIG [9]
for the first interaction and AIRES [10] for the shower
development. “Double bang” showers produced by tau
neutrinos (CC interaction followed by the decay in flight
of the tau lepton) are also generated using Tauola [8] to
simulate the tau decay products.
The simulations indicate that only the signals in the
first few triggered tanks are expected to be broader in
time than those induced by a shower initiated high in
the atmosphere [8]. This asymmetry is due to the larger
grammage of atmosphere that the later portion of the
shower front crosses before reaching ground [12], (Fig. 1
right).
A set of conditions has been designed to select in-
clined showers initiated by down-going neutrinos. As
they are expected to be identified over a wide range of
zenith angles, an identification criterion different from
the one applied to search for up-going neutrinos [5], [8]
has been developed. For this purpose data collected with
the SD between 1 Jan 04 and 31 Oct 07 - corresponding
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Fig. 1. Left panel: sketch of an inclined shower induced by a hadron interacting high in the atmosphere. The EM component is absorbed and
only the muons reach the detector. Right panel: deep inclined shower. Its early region has a significant EM component at the detector level.
Fig. 2. Neutrinos can initiate atmospheric showers through charged (CC) or neutral (NC) current interactions. On νe CC interactions all the
energy of the primary neutrino is transferred to the shower. This is not the case of the NC channel where the primary neutrino energy is only
partially transferred to the shower while a significant fraction is carried away by the scattered neutrino. Similar behaviour is seen on the νµ
CC induced showers where the emerging high energy muon usually decays under the ground and doesn’t produce a shower. Note that ντ CC
initiated showers may have a “double bang” structure due to the fact that the out-coming high energy τ may travel a long distance before decay
producing a second displaced shower vertex.
to ∼ 1.2 years of the full SD array - was used as “train-
ing” data. From the showers that trigger the SD array
[3], those arriving during periods in which instabilities
in data acquisition occur are excluded. After that the
FADC traces are cleaned to remove segments that are
due to accidental muons not belonging to the shower but
arriving close in time with the shower front. Moreover,
if 2 or more segments of comparable area appear in a
trace the station is classified as ambiguous and it’s not
used. Then a selection of the stations actually belonging
to the event is done based on space-time compatibility
among them. Events with less than 4 tanks passing the
level 2 trigger algorithm [3] are rejected. This sample
is then searched for inclined events requiring that the
triggered tanks have elongated patterns on the ground
along the azimuthal arrival direction. A length L and
a width W are assigned to the pattern [5], [8], and
a cut on their ratio is applied (L/W >3). Then we
calculate the apparent speed of the signal in the event
moving across the ground along L, using the arrival
times of the signals at ground and the distances between
tanks projected onto L [13]. The average speed 〈V 〉
is measured between pairs of triggered stations, and
is required to be compatible with that expected in a
simple planar model of the shower front in an inclined
event with θ ≥ 75◦, allowing for some spread due
to fluctuations (〈V 〉 ≤ 0.313 m ns−1). Furthermore,
since in inclined events the speed measured between
pairs of tanks is concentrated around 〈V 〉 [5] we require
that the r.m.s. scatter of V in an event to be smaller
than 0.08 · 〈V 〉. The zenith angle θ of the shower is
also reconstructed, and those events with θ ≥ 75◦ are
selected. Exactly the same set of conditions is applied
to the simulated neutrinos.
The sample of inclined events is searched for “young”
showers using observables characterising the time dura-
tion of the FADC traces in the early region of the event.
To optimize their discrimination power we applied the
Fisher discriminant method [7] to the training data –
overwhelmingly, if not totally constituted of nucleonic
showers – and to the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
– exclusively composed of neutrino-induced showers.
Given two populations of events – nucleonic inclined
showers and ν-induced showers in our case – char-
acterised by a set of observables, the Fisher method
produces a linear combination of the various observables
– f the Fisher discriminant – so that the separation be-
tween the means of f in the two samples is maximised,
while the quadratic sum of the r.m.s. of f in each of
them is minimised. Since events with a large number
of tanks N (large multiplicity) are different from events
with small multiplicity the sample of training data is
divided into 3 sub-samples corresponding to events with
number of tanks 4 ≤ N ≤ 6, 7 ≤ N ≤ 11 and N ≥ 12,
and a Fisher discriminant is obtained using each of the
sub-samples as training data. We use the Area-over-Peak
(AoP) [8] and its square of the first 4 tanks in each
event, their product, and a global early-late asymmetry
parameter of the event as the discriminant variables of
the Fisher estimator. Distributions of these observables
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Fig. 4. Exposure of the SD array to down-going neutrinos in the
search period (1 Nov 07 - 28 Feb 09).
for real data and MC simulated neutrinos are shown in
[8]. In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of the Fisher
discriminant for data collected between 1 Jan 04 and
31 Oct 07 and for the neutrino simulations. A clear
separation between the two samples is achieved. The
expected number of background events can be computed
by extrapolating the exponential tail of the distribution
of the data. By this means three cut values fcut –
corresponding to each of the sub-samples– are chosen,
so that we expect less than one background event every
20 years above its value. Events with f > fcut are
considered to be neutrino candidates. These cuts reject
all real events in the training data samples while keeping
a significant fraction of the neutrino simulations.
III. EXPOSURE AND LIMIT ON UHE NEUTRINOS
Exactly the same selection procedure and cuts in f
are applied “blindly” to data collected between 1 Nov
07 and 28 Feb 09 – corresponding to ∼ 0.8 yr of the
full SD array1. These data were not used for training of
the Fisher method. No neutrino candidates were found
and an upper limit on the UHE diffuse flux of ultra-high
energy neutrinos can be placed.
For this purpose the exposure of the SD array to
UHE neutrinos is calculated. For down-going neutrinos
this involves folding the SD array aperture with the
interaction probability and the identification efficiency,
and integrating in time taking into account changes in
the array configuration due to the installation of new
stations and instabilities in data taking. The identification
efficiency ǫ, for the set of cuts defined above, depends on
the neutrino energy Eν , the depth along the atmosphere
at which the neutrino interacts D, the zenith angle θ,
the position ~r = (x, y) of the shower in the surface
S covered by the array, and the time t through the
instantaneous configuration of the array. Moreover it
depends on the neutrino flavour (νe, νµ or ντ ), and
the type of interaction – charged (CC) or neutral cur-
rent (NC) – since the different combinations of flavour
and interaction induce different type of showers. The
efficiencies ǫ were obtained through MC simulations of
the development of the shower in the atmosphere and
the simulation of the surface detector array, see [8] for
more details. The exposure can be written as:
E(Eν) =
1
m
∑
i
[
σi(Eν)
∫
M iap(Eν , t) dt
]
(1)
where the sum runs over the 3 neutrino flavours and the
CC and NC interactions, and m is the mass of a nucleon.
In this equation M i
ap
is the mass aperture given by:
Map(Eν) = 2π
∫∫∫∫
sin θ cos θ
ǫi(~r, θ,D,Eν , t) dθ dD dxdy (2)
1Although our current test sample is slightly smaller than the
training one, with the SD fully commissioned, test data will grow
fast and will rapidly surpass the acquired during the training period.
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The exposure was calculated using purely MC tech-
niques and also integrating the neutrino identification
efficiencies ε over the whole parameter space [8]. All
the neutrino flavours and interactions are accounted for
in the simulations. In particular for ντ we have taken into
account the possibility that it produces a double shower
in the atmosphere triggering the array – one in the ντ
CC interaction itself and another in the decay of the τ
lepton. The exposure for the period 1 Nov 07 up to 28
Feb 09 is shown in Fig. 4 for CC and NC channels.
Several sources of systematic uncertainties have been
taken into account and their effect on the exposure
evaluated. We tentatively assign a ∼ 20% systematic un-
certainty due to the neutrino-induced shower simulations
and the hadronic model (SIBYLL 2.1 vs QGSJETII.03).
Another source of uncertainty comes from the neutrino
cross section. Using [15] we estimate a systematic uncer-
tainty of ∼ 10%. The topography around the Southern
Site of the Pierre Auger Observatory enhances the flux
of secondary tau leptons. In this work we neglected this
effect. Our current simulations indicate that including it
will improve the limit by roughly ∼ 15− 20%.
Finally assuming a f(Eν) = k · E−2ν differential
neutrino flux we have obtained a 90% C.L. limit on the
all-flavour neutrino flux using down-going showers:
k < 3.2× 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (3)
shown in Fig. 5. We also present the updated limit based
on Earth-skimming up-going neutrinos:
k < 4.7−2.5
+2.2 × 10
−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (4)
where the upper/lower values correspond to best/worse
scenario of systematics [13]. We have also include the
limit in differential format to show the range in energies
at which the sensitivity of the Pierre Auger Observatory
to down-going and Earth-skimming ν peaks.
A preliminary limit on the flux of UHE neutrinos
from the position of Centaurus A (Galactic coords.
δ ∼ −43.0◦, l ∼ −35.2◦) – assuming a point source at
that position – was also obtained. For that purpose we
have integrated the identification efficiency ε over the
fraction of the time (∼ 15.6%) the source is seen in the
SD array with θ between 75◦ and 90◦. The preliminary
limit is ∼ 3× 10−6 neutrinos per GeV cm−2 s−1.
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Search for sidereal modulation of the arrival directions of events
recorded at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract. Using data collected by the Pierre Auger
Observatory from 1 January 2004 until 31 March
2009, we search for large scale anisotropies in dif-
ferent energy windows above 2 · 1017 eV. A Fourier
analysis shows the presence of a ∼ 3% modulation at
the solar frequency, arising from modulations of the
array exposure and weather effects on the showers.
We study the sidereal anisotropies using a Rayleigh
method which accounts for these effects, and the
East-West differential method which is largely in-
dependent of them. No significant anisotropies are
observed, resulting in bounds on the first harmonic
amplitude at the 1% level at EeV energies.
Keywords: large scale anisotropy Auger
I. INTRODUCTION
The large scale anisotropy, and in particular its de-
pendence on primary energy, represents one of the main
tools for discerning between a galactic or an extragalac-
tic origin of UHECRs and for understanding their mech-
anisms of propagation. The transition from a galactic to
an extragalactic origin should in fact induce a significant
change in the CR large scale angular distribution, giving
precious hints on their nature and on the magnetic fields
that modify their trajectories.
Different theoretical models predict the transition to
occur at different energies and consequently lead to dis-
similar predictions for the shape and the amplitude of the
corresponding anisotropy. A measure of the anisotropy
or the eventual bounds on it are thus relevant to constrain
different models for the CR origin.
II. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The statistics accumulated so far by the Pierre Auger
Observatory allows us to perform large scale analyses
with a sensitivity that is already at the percent level. For
this analysis we used data recorded from 1 January 2004
to 31 March 2009, removing the periods of unstable data
acquisition (∼ 3% of the whole data set).
Searching for %-level large-scale patterns requires
control of the sky exposure of the detector and of
various acceptance effects, such as detector instabil-
ities and weather modulations. The main effects are
expected to appear at the solar frequency but may also
be non-negligible at other frequencies. In particular,
the combination of diurnal and yearly modulations of
the acceptance may generate a spurious variation with
similar amplitudes at both the sidereal and anti-sidereal
frequencies [1]. The Fourier transform of the arrival
times of the events is thus an ideal tool to analyse
their frequency patterns and in particular the sidereal,
solar and anti-sidereal modulations [2]. The resolution
of this analysis is of the order of 1/T , where T is the
exposure time. Therefore, if data are acquired over a
few years, even with variable detector conditions, the
resolution is sufficient to resolve the sidereal and the
diurnal frequencies. For each frequency the associated
Fourier amplitude is calculated using the distribution of
the times ti of the events modified such that any sidereal
modulation of t˜i is equal to the modulation of the event
rate in Right Ascension:
t˜i = ti + αi − α0i , (1)
where αi is the RA of the event and α0i is the local
sidereal time corresponding to UTC time ti.
We show in Fig.1 the results of such analysis using
the whole data set. The amplitude at the solar frequency
largely stands out from the noise, whereas the ampli-
tudes at all other frequencies stand at the level of the
average noise (estimated to be 0.33% using data at all
frequencies except for the solar band). In particular,
the amplitudes at the sidereal and at the anti-sidereal
frequencies are at a similar level. If a genuine large-scale
pattern were present above the noise level, the amplitude
at the sidereal frequency would clearly stand out the anti-
sidereal one.
We repeated the same analysis for several energy
ranges. The results are displayed in Tab.I, where the
sidereal amplitudes (rsid) are compared to the anti-
sidereal ones (ra−sid). It can be seen that there is no
significant signal at the sidereal frequency within the
available statistics.
TABLE I
SIDEREAL AMPLITUDES (rsid) COMPARED TO THE
ANTI-SIDEREAL ONES (ra−sid) IN 6 ENERGY RANGES.
ALSO INDICATED ARE THE TYPICAL STATISTICAL
FLUCTUATIONS THROUGH THE AVERAGE NOISE AND ITS
RMS.
Energy Range rsid ra−sid Average σr
[EeV] [%] [%] Noise [%] [%]
0.2 - 0.5 0.66 0.61 0.41 0.22
0.5 - 1 0.44 0.52 0.36 0.20
1 - 2 1.08 0.82 0.52 0.28
2 - 4 1.37 1.36 0.88 0.43
4 - 8 1.26 0.84 1.68 0.86
>8 5.70 3.27 2.59 1.42
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Fig. 1. Amplitude of the first harmonic as a function of the
frequency, applying the Fourier time analysis on the whole
data set. From left to right, the anti-sidereal and the solar
frequencies are indicated by the dotted vertical lines, whereas
the sidereal frequency is represented by the continuous line.
The variations due to the non-uniform detector on-
times can be taken into account using a generalised
Rayleigh analysis [3]. This method corrects for the
effects of a non-uniform acceptance in right ascension
by weighting each event with a factor ωi inversely pro-
portional to the relative exposure of the region of the sky
observed at the arrival time of the event (αdi is the right
ascension of the zenith of the detector at the time the
event i is detected) [4]. These factors are obtained from
the detailed information about the individual detector
stations on-times. Computing the coefficients:
A =
2
Ω
∑
i
ωi(αdi) cosαi (2)
B =
2
Ω
∑
i
ωi(αdi) sinαi (3)
where Ω =
∑
i ωi(αdi), the Rayleigh amplitude and
phase are obtained through:
r =
√
A2 +B2 and φ = atan
B
A
(4)
In this case the deviations from a uniform exposure
are small, so the probability that an amplitude larger or
equal to r arises from an isotropic distribution may be
estimated with the standard expression P = exp(−k0),
where k0 = r2N/4 (being N the total number of
events). In addition, we account for atmospheric effects,
such as changes in the air density and pressure, in
the energy estimation of each event [5]. This is the
dominant weather effect above ∼ 1 EeV, while below
that energy the weather effects also start to affect the
trigger efficiency in a significant way. Hence, with this
method we present results only above 1 EeV.
After applying such corrections all the spurious mod-
ulations are removed. For instance, in the energy interval
1 − 2 EeV a first harmonic in solar time of 3.33%
(corresponding to a chance probability P ∼ 10−20) is
reduced to 0.88% (P ∼ 2%) after all the corrections.
The corresponding first harmonics in sidereal and anti-
sidereal time are of the same order, being respectively
0.90% and 0.71%, with a probability to result from a
fluctuation of an isotropic distribution of ∼ 2% and
∼ 8%.
An alternative method, which is largely independent
of possible systematic effects, is the differential East-
West method [6], which exploits the differences in
the number of counts between the eastward and the
westward arrival directions at a given time. Since the
instantaneous eastward and westward acceptances are
equal and the two sectors are equally affected by the
instabilities of the apparatus, by making the difference
in the East and West counts, this method allows us
to remove direction-independent phenomena, such as
atmospheric and acceptance effects, without applying
any correction. The difference in the number of counts
E(t) − W (t) is related to the physical CR intensity
I(t) by dI/dt = (E(t)−W (t))/δt. The first harmonic
analysis of I(t), whose amplitude and phase are (rI ,φI ),
can be derived from the first harmonic analysis of
E(t)−W (t), of amplitude and phase (rD,φD):
rI =
1
sin δt
nint
N
rD and φI = φD +
pi
2
(5)
where N is the total number of events, nint is the
number of intervals of sidereal time used to compute
the first harmonic amplitude of E(t) − W (t) and δt
is the average hour angle between the vertical and the
events from sector E (or W ). The probability that an
amplitude equal or larger than r arises from an isotropic
distribution is P = exp(−r2N sin2 δt/4).
Since this method is largely independent of spurious
time variations, the analysis can be performed also on
the whole data set (median energy ∼ 6 · 1017 eV),
even below the energy threshold for full efficiency. For
the complete data set the amplitudes in solar and anti-
sidereal time are respectively 0.29% (P ∼ 55%) and
0.24% (P ∼ 66%), showing that any spurious modula-
tion has been removed (the amplitude in solar time with
the standard Rayleigh analysis, without corrections, is
3.98%). The corresponding amplitude in sidereal time
is r = 0.48%, the probability for it to result from a
fluctuation of an isotropic distribution is ∼ 20% (see
the first line of Tab.II).
In Fig.2 the results of the E-W and the Rayleigh analy-
ses on all the events above increasing energy thresholds
are shown. No significant modulation in sidereal time
is detected throughout the scan. The two methods are
complementary: while the Rayleigh analysis can only be
reliably used above 1 EeV, the East-West analysis can be
safely applied even below 1 EeV but it is affected by
larger statistical uncertainties.
For completeness and because the points in Fig.2
are correlated, we repeated the two analyses in energy
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Fig. 2. Rayleigh amplitude (top) and probability for the
amplitude to result from fluctuations of an isotropic back-
ground (bottom) as a function of increasing energy thresholds,
obtained with both the generalised Rayleigh analysis, after
correcting for non-constant acceptance and weather effects,
(filled circles) and the East-West method (empty circles).
The dotted lines indicate the 99% c.l. upper bound on the
amplitudes that could result from fluctuations of an isotropic
distribution.
bins of 0.1 Log(E). The results are shown in Fig.3 and
provide a further evidence about the lack of significant
modulations in sidereal time.
Fig. 3. The same as Fig.2 but here it is displayed for energy
bins (instead of energy thresholds).
The statistics for some points of Fig.3 are obviously
very low. Therefore we matched some of those energy
intervals and repeated a first harmonic analysis using the
two approaches. The results are collected in Tab.II. No
significant departure from isotropy is observed with both
methods. Having proved that both analyses account for
the systematic effects, upper limits at 99% c.l. can thus
be derived using only the statistical uncertainties. Such
upper bounds, reported in the last column of Tab.II, have
been calculated according to the distribution drawn from
a population characterised by an anisotropy of unknown
amplitude, as derived by J. Linsley in his 3rd alternative
[3].
III. DISCUSSION
Studying large scale anisotropies as a function of en-
ergy may give a handle to study the galactic/extragalactic
transition. We show in Fig.4 the upper limits obtained
in this study, together with some predictions for the
anisotropies arising from both galactic and extra-galactic
models.
If the transition occurs at the ankle energy [7], cosmic
rays at 1018 eV are predominantly galactic and their
escape from the galaxy by diffusion and drift motions
could induce a modulation at the percent level at EeV
energies. The exact value strongly depends on specific
models: Ptuskin et al. [8], considering different orienta-
tions of the local magnetic field and different positions
of the observer, predict anisotropy amplitudes ranging
from 10−6 up to 10−2. We show in Fig. 4 the models
discussed by Candia et al. [9], in which the predictions
for the anisotropies up to EeV energies arising from
the diffusion in the Galaxy are obtained. As these
predictions depend on the assumed galactic magnetic
field model as well as on the source distribution, two
illustrative examples are shown. The bounds obtained
here already exclude the predictions from the particular
model with an antisymmetric halo magnetic field (A)
and are starting to become sensitive to the predictions
of the model with a symmetric field (S).
On the other hand, a second possible scenario con-
siders the transition taking place at lower energies, i.e.
around the so-called “second knee”, at ∼ 5 · 1017
eV [10]. In this case, at 1018 eV cosmic rays are
dominantly of extra-galactic origin and their large scale
distribution could be influenced by the relative motion
of the observer with respect to the frame of the sources.
For instance, if the frame in which the CR distribution
is isotropic coincides with the CMB rest frame, the
resulting anisotropy due to the Compton-Getting effect
(C-G Xgal in Fig. 4) would be about 0.6% with a phase
α ' 168◦ [11]. This amplitude is very close to the
upper limits set in this analysis (the statistics required to
become sensitive to such amplitude at 99% c.l. is ∼ 3
times the present statistics).
In the same figure we also display previous results
from KASCADE, KASCADE-Grande and AGASA. A
proper comparison of the results from different ob-
servatories should take into account the particular sky
coverage of each experiment. All the anisotropy am-
plitudes have thus been divided by the mean value of
the cosine of the declination of the observed sky, giving
a direct measurement of the component of the dipole
in the equatorial plane. The results presented here do
not confirm the ∼ 4% anisotropy reported by AGASA
in the 1 − 2 EeV energy bin [12] (however a proper
comparison should take into account the peculiarities of
the two experiments).
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE TWO ANALYSES IN DIFFERENT ENERGY RANGES (THE EVENTS IN THE DIFFERENT ENERGY INTERVALS
ARE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT BETWEEN THE TWO METHODS BECAUSE THE RAYLEIGH ANALYSIS, UNLIKE THE EAST-WEST
METHOD, CORRECTS THE ENERGY OF THE EVENTS FOR THE WEATHER EFFECTS). THE STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTIES ARE
CHARACTERISED BY THE QUANTITIES sR =
√
2/N AND sEW =
√
2/N/ sin δt. RAYLEIGH PROBABILITIES AND 99%C.L.
UPPER LIMITS ARE ALSO GIVEN. SINCE ALL THE MEASURED AMPLITUDES ARE COMPATIBLE WITH BACKGROUND, THE
PHASES ARE NOT SIGNIFICANT AND ARE NOT REPORTED HERE.
Rayleigh analysis E-W method upper limits
Energy range [EeV] r [%] sR [%] P [%] r [%] sEW [%] P [%] r99% [%]
all energies 0.48 0.27 19.5 1.05
0.2 - 0.5 0.25 0.43 84.2 1.19
0.5 - 1 1.08 0.44 4.8 2.03
1 - 2 0.90 0.32 1.8 0.77 0.65 49.9 1.59
2 - 4 0.79 0.64 45.8 1.65 1.33 46.3 2.12
4 - 8 0.71 1.33 86.6 5.05 2.73 18.0 3.66
>8 5.36 2.05 3.3 2.76 4.08 79.5 9.79
Fig. 4. Upper limits on the anisotropy amplitude as a function of energy from this analysis. Results from EAS-TOP, AGASA
and KASCADE/Grande experiments are displayed too. Also shown are the predictions from two different galactic magnetic
field models with different symmetries (A and S) and the expectations from the Compton-Getting effect for an extra-galactic
component isotropic in the CMB rest frame (C-G Xgal).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have searched for large scale patterns in the
arrival directions of events recorded at the Pierre Auger
Observatory using two complementary analyses.
We have set 99% c.l. upper limits at the percent level
at EeV energies, constraining some theoretical models.
In particular, we can already exclude all those models
that predict anisotropy amplitudes greater than ∼ 2%
below 4 EeV. Further statistics will obviously be useful,
and the sensitivity will be improved in the coming years
using data from the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Finally we do not confirm the 4% modulation detected
by AGASA at 4 s.d. between 1 and 2 EeV.
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Abstract. Since data-taking began in January 2004,
the Pierre Auger Observatory has been recording low
energy threshold rates for the self-calibration of its
surface detectors. After atmospheric corrections are
applied, solar modulation and transient events are
observed. In this study, we present an analysis of the
available data, with special emphasis on the observa-
tion of Forbush Decreases. A strong correlation with
neutron monitor rates is found. The high total count
rates allow us to determine temporal variations of
solar origin with high accuracy.
Keywords: Pierre Auger Observatory, Solar Mod-
ulation, Forbush decrease
I. INTRODUCTION
The Pierre Auger Observatory [1] has been designed
to study the physics of cosmic rays of the highest
energies. The Observatory combines two detection tech-
niques in a hybrid design: the observation of the flu-
orescence light produced by the secondary particles as
they propagate through the atmosphere; and the mea-
surement of particles reaching ground level. The Pierre
Auger Observatory has been taking data in a stable way
since January 2004. The Surface Detector (SD) [2] is an
array of more than 1600 water-Cherenkov detectors in a
triangular grid with a spacing of 1500 m, covering 3000
km2.
Each water-Cherenkov detector consists of a 10 m2
area polyethylene tank containing 12 tonnes of high-
purity water in a highly-reflective liner bag. Cherenkov
radiation generated by the passage of charged particles
through the detector is collected by three 9” photomul-
tipliers (PMTs). The water-Cherenkov detector is also
sensitive to high energy photons, as they convert to e+e−
pairs in the water volume. The signals in the PMTs are
processed by a fast analog-to-digital converter with a
sampling rate of 40 MHz. A GPS system is used for
timing and synchronization. Each detector is powered by
a solar panel and batteries, working as an autonomous
station linked to the central data acquisition system in
Malargu¨e through a dedicated WAN-like radio network.
Typically, more than 98% of the stations are operational
at any time.
Previous work reported on the sensitivity of the Pierre
Auger Observatory to Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) [3]
using the single particle technique [4]. This method, in
use in other cosmic ray experiments, consists in record-
ing low threshold rates with all the surface detector
stations, and looking for significant excesses in these
rates.
In March 2005, a first set of scalers was implemented
in each station of the Surface Detector of the Pierre
Auger Observatory, mainly intended for the search of
GRBs and for long term stability and monitoring studies.
They consist in counters which register signals above
a very low threshold, corresponding to an energy of
∼ 15 MeV deposited by individual particles in the detec-
tor. The typical station rate is 3.8 kHz. In order to remove
signals produced by muons and to improve the signal
to noise ratio for GRB searches, an upper threshold of
∼ 100 MeV was introduced in September 2005, reducing
the station rate to 2 kHz [3]. These rates are read every
second and sent to the Central Data Acquisition System
for their storage and further analysis.
II. SCALER DATA TREATMENT
In addition to the fact that the rate of low energy
particles is not intrinsically constant, some instrumental
instabilities and the atmospheric weather conditions are
known to modify further this rate. They have to be taken
into account before searching for transient events that
last longer than a few minutes, or for effects such as the
solar modulation of the galactic cosmic ray flux.
A data cleaning procedure optimized for the search
of GRBs has been previously reported [3]. However, due
to the very different time scales involved here, different
cleaning procedures are needed.
First, stations with rates lower than 500 Hz are re-
moved, as such a low rate may be an indication of
temporary malfunction. For each individual second we
also discard data from those stations with extreme rate
counting (upper and lower 2.5%). The second step is to
remove those periods where less than 97% of the array
is in operation, resulting in a loss of less than 10% of
data. This step is needed because individual stations have
different average counting rates, due to many factors,
from detector calibration to pressure effects coming from
the different altitudes at which detectors are deployed.
Data for the two different periods (before and after
September 2005, when the upper threshold was imple-
mented) was analyzed independently. For both periods
the average scaler rate was computed for each station
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Fig. 1. Pierre Auger Observatory scaler rates after the data cleaning procedure described in the text, for the first period (before September
2005, top), and for the second period (after September 2005, middle and bottom). Each data point is the average scaler rate over one hour.
over the lifetime of the detector. Detectors showing
an RMS of more than twice the square root of the
rate were excluded, keeping more than 90% of the
stations after this cut. Brief spurious events (such as high
frequency noise produced by lightnings) were removed
by computing the average scaler rate for each detector
over a 5 minutes period in which data is available for
at least 4 minutes, removing the upper and lower 25%
extreme values. Figure 1 shows the scaler data obtained
for both the first and second scaler mode periods.
Atmospheric pressure variations are known to modify
the flux of secondary particles at ground level, due to
the different mass of atmosphere above the detector:
an increase in the atmospheric pressure is correlated
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Fig. 2. Average scaler rate (solid line) and atmospheric pressure
(dashed line, please note the reversed scale for pressure) for the first
ten days of May of 2007.
with a reduction in the background rate. Figure 2 shows
the average scaler rate after the cleaning procedure,
correlated with the flux of secondary particles at ground
level, for the first ten days of May 2007, compared
with the atmospheric pressure, as measured by several
weather stations monitoring the array.
The aforementioned correlation is observed and corre-
sponds to about -0.27% (-0.36%) per hPa before (after)
the upper threshold implementation. This also implies
that an additional correction of 0.03% (0.04%) per metre
of difference in altitude between stations has to be
included.
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Fig. 3. Averaged scaler rates for the first period (before September
2005) as a function of local hour of day (ARS, GMT-3) for the cleaned
(dotted line) and for the atmospheric pressure corrected data (solid
line).
III. SOLAR MODULATION
Figure 3 shows the average daily dependence. After
atmospheric pressure correction, a 0.25% modulation
remains, peaked at 17h45 UT (14h45 local time).
To show that the cleaned, pressure corrected, data
set is of relevance for solar studies [5], we compare
the Pierre Auger Observatory SD scaler rates with data
from McMurdo neutron monitor of the Bartol Research
Institute [6]. Figure 5 shows the excellent agreement
found: Forbush decreases are clearly visible in the scaler
data for both periods. The upper threshold introduced on
September 2005, intended to optimize signal over noise
ratio for GRB detection, is probably not the ideal one
for these studies, where the muon flux at ground level
might be better correlated to the primary cosmic ray flux
than the electron one.
As an example, Figure 4 shows the evolution of the
scaler rates during the 11 Sep 2005 Forbush decrease [7].
A 4% variation is observed, in agreement with the
14% measured at McMurdo once taken into account
the rigidity cut-off of 9.5 GeV at Malargu¨e, Argentina
(35.3oS, 69.3oW).
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Fig. 4. Averaged, cleaned and pressure corrected scaler rate for the
11 Sep 2005 Forbush decrease, compared with the McMurdo neutron
detector rate (dotted line). A 4% variation is observed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Low energy radiation rates are registered with high
statistics at each surface detector station of the Pierre
Auger Observatory since March 2005. A data cleaning
method, based on a previous one intended for the
search of GRBs, has been implemented and optimized
to study solar modulation effects. After correcting for
pressure, an excellent agreement with data from Mc-
Murdo neutron monitor is found, evidencing the high
sensitivity that water-Cherenkov detectors, operating in
scaler mode, have for the detection and measurement of
Forbush decreases and other transient events related with
the solar modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. Additional
analyses of scaler rates at individual detectors and scaler
thresholds optimisation are underway, together with low
energy cosmic ray simulations in order to determine the
energies of the primaries responsible for the observed
modulation.
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Investigation of the Displacement Angle of the Highest Energy
Cosmic Rays Caused by the Galactic Magnetic Field
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Abstract. Ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR)
are deflected by magnetic fields during their prop-
agation. Different theoretical parameterizations of
the Galactic magnetic field are examined using a
numerical tool which simulates their propagation
through models of these fields. We constrain the
possible parameter space of the models by comparing
data on UHECR obtained with the Pierre Auger
Observatory with the results of the simulations.
Keywords: Auger, magnetic field, constraints
I. INTRODUCTION
Current knowledge on the strength and shape of the
Galactic magnetic field is limited [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]. While there are hints [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] at the
form and magnitude of the regular component of the
Galactic magnetic field there is currently no consensus
on its general form or magnitude. Presented here is a
method for determining regions of magnetic field model
parameter space which are compatible with a given
set of assumptions. Combining this method with com-
plementary methods [8] employing multi-wavelength
observations will improve the global delimiting power.
This method is applied to determine regions of parameter
space for two Galactic magnetic field models and under
two dramatically different sets of assumptions: 1) the
Pierre Auger Observatory [9] (Auger) anisotropy result
with a pure proton composition and 2) Centaurus A as
a dominant source with a pure iron composition.
II. DATA SET
This analysis uses data recorded by the southern site
of the Auger Observatory between 1 January 2004 and
31 March 2009 with energies greater than 55 EeV and
zenith angles smaller than 60◦.
III. GALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
Logarithmic symmetric spiral field models [1], [10]
are used to model the large scale regular Galactic mag-
netic field in this work. Axisymmetric [Bi-symmetric]
(denoted herein as ASS * [BSS *]) fields exhibit [anti-
]symmetry under rotations of π around the Galactic
pole. Fields [anti-]symmetric under reflection across the
Galactic plane are denoted with *SS S [*SS A]. A
precise description of the models used, including the
nominal parameter values, is given by Harari et al. [1].
These models are likely not a complete description
of the Galactic magnetic field [2], [3], [5], [7], [11].
There is evidence of turbulent and halo fields in the
Galaxy [2], [3], [4], [7], [6], [12] and others [13], [14],
[11]. Furthermore, extra-galactic magnetic fields [15],
[16], [17] will also have an effect on the results of this
work. However, logarithmic symmetric spirals represent
a priori reasonable models for the functional form of
the regular component of the Galactic magnetic field
[4], [14]1. Here we present results using two logarithmic
symmetric spiral models: BSS S and ASS A.
IV. METHOD
Regions of compatible parameter space are deter-
mined by testing the Auger Observatory data under a
set of assumptions. The general method presented here
requires a hypothesis which defines the following: 1)
A charge for each observed event, 2) a catalog which
traces the true source distribution and parameters for
correlation (Ψmax), 3) a model for the magnetic field.
A region of interest in parameter space is then gridded
and all events are backtracked through the model at
each grid point. The region around the direction of the
exiting velocity vector for each event is then searched for
the nearest catalog object. Finally, the number of events
(Ncorr) correlating (Ψ ≤ Ψmax) with the hypothesized
source catalog are interpreted relative to the number
of correlations determined without backtracking through
the magnetic field model.
The statistical significance of Ncorr is determined
by assuming that the number of correlations with the
non-backtracked arrival directions (N0corr) is an estimate
of the true number of correlations for the parameters
given. We take the number of correlations with the
non-backtracked arrival directions as an estimate of the
mean of a Poisson distribution. We expect this to be
a conservative estimator of the true probability mass
function2. A region of compatibility is defined as lying
centered on the mean and containing 68% of random
Ncorr values sampled from this distribution. Scan points
with Ncorr values lying outside this region are consid-
ered incompatible with the full set of assumptions (field,
source, and composition). Figure 1 shows two Poisson
distributions with shaded regions found using the above
method.
1The results presented herein may depend on the specifics of
turbulent, halo, or extra-galactic magnetic fields which are poorly
constrained, as such the effects of such fields have been ignored in
favor of presenting a clear description of the method used.
2We have verified this by smearing the data with a 2D gaussian and
examining simple Monte Carlo realizations.
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TABLE I: Example Assumptions
VCV CenA
Composition Pure proton Pure iron
Source Distribution VCV Catalog Centaurus A
Correlation Scale (Ψmax) 3.1◦ 15◦
Minimum Energy (Emax) 55 EeV 55 EeV
Poisson Mean (N0corr) 27 9
V. EXAMPLES
Here we present two examples for clarity. Each
example explicitly assumes a composition, a source
distribution, and angular correlation window which can
be found in Table I.
The first example is inspired by the Auger Observa-
tory anisotropy result [9] and will be referred to as the
VCV example throughout. By correlating the arrival di-
rections of UHECR with Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
from the Veron Catalog of Quasars & AGN, 12th Edition
[18] (VCV catalog) and comparing the results with what
one would expect from a truly isotropic source distribu-
tion, the Auger Observatory found that their observations
were consistent with a sampling of a distribution similar
to the VCV catalog. The Auger Observatory scanned
over three parameters: maximum redshift (zmax), max-
imum angular correlation scale (Ψmax), and minimum
energy (Emin) finding the strongest correlation signal
for zmax = 0.018, Ψmax = 3.1◦ and Emax = 55
EeV (equivalent to 57 EeV as reported in [9] due to
a small change in our energy calibration). This analysis
uses VCV catalog objects with a redshift ≤ 0.018.
The second example assumes that Centaurus A (Cen
A) is the dominant source in a region centered around
it. This example is referred to as the Cen A example
throughout. We have arbitrarily chosen Ψmax = 15◦.
Both examples use the minimum energy (E > 55
EeV) found in the Auger Observatory anisotropy result
[19], [20]. Compatible regions for both BSS S and
ASS A Galactic magnetic field models are presented.
Neither the overall strength nor the scale height of the
Galactic magnetic field is well constrained [1], [2], [4],
[10]. Thus for each of the two models two parameters
are varied: the strength of the field in the solar vicinity
(B) and the dominant scale height (z1). B is varied
from −2.5 µG to 2.5 µG in steps of 0.01 µG and from
0.05 kpc to 3.05 kpc in z1 in steps of 0.1 kpc.
VI. RESULTS
A. VCV
Figures 2a and 2b show the regions of B- z1
parameter space compatible with the Auger Observa-
tory anisotropy result. The regions of compatibility are
defined using the method described in Sec. IV above.
This example uses a N0corr = 27 to define the mean of
the Poisson distribution from which we determine our
compatibility regions. The shaded regions correspond to
the similarly shaded regions in Fig. 1a. There are some
general features to both field models which should be
noted. First, z1 is not well constrained as both models
have regions compatible with the Auger Observatory
anisotropy result extending across all reasonable scale
lengths. Second, that connected statistically compatible
regions lie within the range over which B is varied.
There is marked difference in the compatible pa-
rameter space between ASS A (Fig.2a,) and BSS S
(Fig.2b) models. ASS A has large connected compatible
regions only for a small range in B centered around
zero. Furthermore, no regions appear to improve the
number of correlations, thus it is likely that the com-
patible regions are simply where the correlation with
the arrival directions have yet to be destroyed. ASS A
is compatible only with |N| < 1 µG which is lower
than the expected value [1], [3], [4], [5]. Overall, the
ASS A model is incompatible with the VCV correlation
hypothesis in the regions deemed acceptable due to other
constraints.
The connected compatible (gray and dark gray) region
for BSS S model is much larger and extends over a
significant range in B. Furthermore, extended regions
exist where Ncorr is above 27, the nominal value,
indicating candidate models where the correlations are
preserved and new correlations are made.
B. Cen A
Figures 3a and 3b show the regions of B- z1
parameter space compatible with the Cen A hypothesis.
This example uses a N0corr = 9 to define the mean of
the Poisson distribution from which we determine our
compatibility regions. The shaded regions correspond to
the similarly shaded regions in Fig. 1b.
This parameter space shares features with the previous
example, mainly that z1 is not well constrained and
compatible regions of parameter space tend to prefer
positive field strengths. The most striking feature of this
parameter space is the very limited range in field strength
compatible with the underlying hypothesis; both models
require a field strength in the solar vicinity of less than
0.24 µG.
VII. CONCLUSION
Presented is a method which can be used to determine
compatible regions of parameter space for magnetic field
models using UHECRs. Regions of parameter space are
shown for two common Galactic magnetic field models
compatible with either the Auger Observatory anisotropy
results and a pure proton composition or with Cen A
as a dominant source on a 15◦ scale with a pure iron
composition. These regions are determined through a
statistical comparison between the results of correlations
between Auger Observatory data and either the VCV
catalog or Cen A and similar correlations between par-
ticles backtracked through BSS S and ASS A Galactic
magnetic field models.
By assuming a pure proton composition and VCV cat-
alog correlation parameters, it is found that the ASS A
model has a smaller compatible parameter space while
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BSS S model is largely compatible with the Auger Ob-
servatory anisotropy result. The BSS S model appears
to improve the correlation with VCV catalog objects for
a wide range of parameters. While the limited number
of events available for this analysis limits our ability to
make concrete predictions, there are hints that regions of
parameter space for BSS S model in particular should
be examined for consistency with other measurements.
When Cen A is assumed to be a dominant pure iron
source, the compatible regions of parameter space for
both BSS S and ASS A Galactic magnetic field models
are much smaller than expected from other measure-
ments. Both examples do not constrain the scale height
of the models.
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(b) BSS S Galactic magnetic field model.
Fig. 2: Regions shaded in: white has [0-19), light gray has [19,22), gray has [22,28), and dark gray has [28,32)
correlations. The ASS A model reaches a maximum of 28 correlations while the BSS S model has a maximum
of 29.
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(a) ASS A Galactic magnetic field model.
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(b) BSS S Galactic magnetic field model.
Fig. 3: Regions shaded in: white has [0-4), light gray has [4,6), gray has [6,10), and dark gray has [10,13)
correlations. The ASS A model reaches a maximum of 10 correlations while the BSS S model has a maximum
of 13.
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Search for coincidences with astrophysical transients in Pierre
Auger Observatory data
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Abstract. We analyse extensive air shower data
collected by the Pierre Auger Observatory to search
for coincidences between the arrival directions of
ultra-high energy cosmic rays and the positions of
gamma-ray bursts. We also analyse the trigger rate
data from individual surface detector stations to
search for an increase of the average trigger rate
over the entire surface detector array in correlation
with gamma-ray bursts.
Keywords: Auger GRB transients
I. INTRODUCTION
Since their discovery at the end of the 1960s [1],
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have been of high interest
to astrophysics. A GRB is characterised by a sudden
emission of gamma rays during a very short period of
time, typically lasting between 0.1 and 100 seconds.
The equivalent isotropic energy emission during a burst
is typically between 1051 and 1055 ergs. Good source
candidates for these bursts are the merger of neutron
stars, for short bursts of less than 2 seconds, and core-
collapse supernovae type Ib/c, for long bursts. See [2]
for a recent review.
A large data set of GRBs was provided by the BATSE
instrument on board the Compton Gamma Rays Ob-
servatory (1991-2000). More GRBs were then detected
by BEPPO-SAX (1997-2002) and HETE (2001-2006).
Currently, GRBs are registered by Swift, INTEGRAL,
IPN, the Fermi Gamma Ray Telescope. In the last
several years, afterglows have been observed allowing
us to precisely measure their direction, and giving us
a much better understanding of the GRB phenomena.
Most observations have however been done below a few
GeV of energy, and the highest energy observations have
been around 10 GeV [3].
Using the recently completed surface detector array
(SD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory [4], [5], an array
of more than 1600 water Cherenkov detectors, we look
for evidence of GRBs in our data with two separate
techniques. For the first study, we use the regular Auger
cosmic ray (CR) events to look for an excess of ultra-
high energy CRs (UHECRs) in the direction of GRBs.
We presented a similar analysis at the last ICRC [6].
In the second study, the “single particle technique” [7]
is used with low-level trigger rate data from individual
surface detector stations to look for a possible extension
of the photon spectrum of GRBs in the 1 GeV –
1 TeV range, which is not well-studied by satellites.
When photons in this energy range reach the atmo-
sphere, they produce cosmic ray cascades that can be
detected, although the energies are too low to produce a
shower detectable at ground level, even at high altitudes.
However, a lot of these photons are expected to arrive
during a GRB in a short period of time, which would
be detectable as an overall increase of the trigger rate in
all the detectors [8] in the array.
This technique was first applied in EAS-TOP [7],
using scintillators, and subsequently in INCA [9] and
ARGO [10], using scintillators and RPCs, respectively.
The main advantage to using water Cherenkov detec-
tors [11], [12] is their sensitivity to photons, which
represent up to 90% of the secondary particles at ground
level for high energy photon initiated showers such as
these. This study is also an update to one we presented
at the last ICRC [13].
II. SEARCH FOR COINCIDENCE
OF UHECRS AND GRBS
For this analysis, we use CR data collected with the
Pierre Auger Observatory surface detector. We consider
events from 1 January 2004 to 31 March 2009, passing
quality criteria discussed elsewhere [14] with zenith
angle θ < 60◦. We perform no energy cut on the data.
We use a catalogue of 511 GRBs [15] observed
with an accuracy better than 1◦ compiled using data
primarily from the Swift mission complemented by
measurements from additional GRB observing satellites,
including HETE, INTEGRAL, IPN, and Fermi. Out of
the total GRB sample, 115 bursts are within the field of
view at the time of their bursts, i.e. θGRB < 60◦.
We look for excess CRs in the direction of GRBs
by determining the differences in the observation times
of the GRBs and the arrival times of CR events that
fall within a window of radius ψ around each GRB
position. We compare this with the expected rate of
events, which is calculated in the same manner, using
the declination band of width 2ψ around the GRB
(excluding the circular window around the GRB). The
expected rate of events is normalized by multiplying by
the on-source solid angle of the window divided by the
total solid angle (declination band minus the window.)
A value of ψ = 2◦ corresponds roughly to the angular
resolution when all SD events are used. To be consistent
with the previous analysis, we also used a window of
ψ = 5◦. The results are presented in Figure 1. There
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Fig. 1. Number of CR events as a function of the difference between
the GRB time and the CR arrival time, for windows of ψ = 2◦ (top)
and ψ = 5◦ (bottom). Data falling within the windows of radius ψ
are indicated by the points. The expected rate of events is indicated
by the solid line. For clarity, statistical errors are only shown for the
circular windows.
is no evidence for an excess of CRs coming from the
direction of GRBs.
III. SINGLE PARTICLE TECHNIQUE
A. Scaler data
In addition to the regular data acquisition system
used to detect cosmic rays, the surface detectors are
equipped with scalers, simple counters that can be set
like any other trigger. They record the counting rates of
signals more than 3 ADC counts above baseline and less
than 20 ADC counts, or approximately between 15 and
100 MeV deposited in the detector. This trigger level
has been set to optimise the signal to noise ratio given
the expected signal extracted from simulations [16], and
the background signal derived from real data histograms.
With these cuts, the average scaler rate over the array is
of about 2 kHz per detector. Note that the scaler data is
completely separate from the regular cosmic ray data, as
it only reports trigger rates in individual surface detector
stations, and cannot be used to reconstruct cosmic ray
events.
To use the scaler data, it must be cleaned. Individual
detectors often experience increases in their counting
rates due to noisy or unstable baseline, unstable PMTs,
or bad calibration. Detectors with less than 500 Hz of
scaler counts are discarded. This removes a few badly
calibrated detectors. Additionally, for each individual
second, only 95% of detectors are kept, removing the
5% with extreme rate counting (2.5% on each side).
This removes outliers which could impact the average
rate of a specific second, without affecting the GRB
detection capability, as GRB would appear as an increase
of counting rates in all the detectors.
One then needs to have the array operating properly.
Suddenly losing a significant fraction of the array will
cause jumps in the scaler rate, as this rate is not uniform
over the whole Observatory. Consequently, we only use
data periods for which more than 97% of the stations
are operating. This keeps 83% of the data. We also
require at least 5 continuous minutes with data, to be
able to compute reasonable averages and see eventual
bursts. This removes 12% of the remaining data set.
Some artificial bursts are found in the cleaned scaler
data set due to lightning strikes. Therefore, we do not
use the data taken during lightning storms, removing 4%
of the data. This scaler data cleaning process is different
from the one used in the analysis of the modulation of
solar CRs [17] due to the difference in time scales.
B. σ − δ method
To search for bursts, the average rate for each second
as well as a longer term average rate are computed. As
a burst would produce a similar increase in all stations,
a good estimator of the average rate for each second,
r, is the median of the rates of all the stations. It is
much less sensitive to misbehaving detectors than the
arithmetic average. Then, to estimate a long term average
R, a σ − δ method is used with σ = 0 and δ = 0.1 Hz,
meaning that every second the average rate R is moved
by 0.1 Hz towards the current rate r. After 30 seconds
of data, this average converges to the expected average
value, and one can compute the variation ∆ of the rate
r of a specific second using:
∆ =
r −R√
r/N
where N is the number of active detectors at that second.
The ∆ parameter can be used directly to search for
bursts, and its histogram can be seen in Figure 2. The
underlying Gaussian has a width of 1.4. It would have a
width of 1 if the arriving flux of particle was poissonian,
the fluctuations of each detector were independent, the
baselines of the detectors were not fluctuating, and the
σ−δ method gave the true average at each moment. One
sigma of deviation corresponds roughly to 1.5 particles
per detector, i.e. a flux at ground level of 0.15 m−2 s−1.
C. Search for self-triggered bursts
Once all the cuts defined above have been applied, a
total of 70% of the data period (21 September 2005 -
31 March 2009) is available for a search for bursts. The
resulting ∆ histogram is shown in Figure 2.
Only three candidate bursts are observed significantly
outside of the Gaussian distribution. To be related to
a GRB, the increase of the rate should be uniformly
distributed over all the detectors. One can therefore
check that each individual detector has on average an
increase at the moment of the burst with respect of the
previous seconds. The observed outliers do not present
such a feature, as only a fraction of the array sees a
significant excess. We show in Figure 3 the histogram
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the deviations ∆ of the scaler counting rates.
The distribution is Gaussian with a width of 1.4. Three candidate bursts
are present above 10σ which we looked at more closely to determine
if they are due to GRBs.
of the difference of the scaler rate from the average over
the previous seconds for one of these candidate bursts.
Most of the rate increase is attributable to a small portion
of the array. The excess is therefore artificial and must
be due to lightning. All other candidate bursts display
this same attribute.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the difference of scaler rates from the average
over the previous seconds for one of the three candidate bursts. The
scaler rate increase is due to an increase in the rate for a small fraction
of the array. Thus, this candidate burst is due to lightning. The other
candidate bursts display this same characteristic.
D. Search for satellite-triggered bursts
In the period studied, 129 bursts detected by satellites
occurred in the field of view of Auger (θGRB < 90◦).
For all these bursts, the scaler data were checked within
100 seconds of the burst for a one second excess. No
excesses were found and the resulting 5 σ fluence limits
were computed assuming a GRB spectra dN/dE ∝ E−2
in the 1 GeV – 1 TeV energy range (as in [9]). The limits
are reported in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Top: histogram of the deviations ∆ of the scaler counting rates
within 100 seconds of the bursts reported by satellites. No significant
excess is observed. Bottom: 5-σ fluence limits in the 1 GeV – 1 TeV
energy range from Auger for these bursts, for a single second burst,
assuming a spectral index of -2.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have used the cosmic ray data from the surface
detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory to search for
cosmic rays that correlate with the time and position of
GRBs. No such correlations were found.
As a separate analysis, we used the scaler data to
look for increases in the average trigger rate of the
surface detectors, which would indicate the occurrence
of a GRB. No burst with characteristics similar to those
expected for GRBs was observed.
Fluence limits of up to 3.4× 10−6 erg cm−2 (depend-
ing on the burst zenith and duration), were deduced for
the 1 GeV – 1 TeV energy range. Note that models
do not generally favor fluences above 10−6 erg cm−2 in
the energy range considered [18], [19]. To reach such a
sensitivity, a detector is needed that covers a significant
surface at higher altitude. Such a detector could be an
extension of the LAGO project [20] that has been taking
data since 2007.
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Abstract. An important feature of the Pierre Auger
Observatory is the detection of hybrid events; i.e.,
extensive air showers simultaneously detected with at
least one water-Cherenkov detector (surface detector)
and one fluorescence telescope. Here we describe
an alternative method of estimating the energy of
these events. The shower axis is determined using
data from both detector systems. The shower energy
is determined from the integrated surface detector
signals and the distance of each detector from the
shower axis. The energy estimate is facilitated by
the characterisation of an average lateral distribution
function as a function of the shower energy and
zenith angle. The method requires only the signal
from one surface detector. Thus, it is useful for
estimating the energy of hybrid events for which
the geometry cannot be estimated with the surface
detectors alone and the longitudinal profile measured
by the fluorescence telescopes is not well determined.
In the energy range 0.4 < E < 1 EeV, the method
doubles the number of hybrid events that can be
given an energy estimate. The statistical uncertainty
of this energy estimate is dependent on the shower
energy and geometry. For events with energy greater
than 0.4 EeV, the median statistical uncertainty is
26% and the 90% quantile is 44%.
Keywords: Extensive air shower reconstruction
I. INTRODUCTION
The Pierre Auger Observatory detects the highest
energy cosmic rays with over 1600 water-Cherenkov
detectors arranged as an array on a triangular grid with
1500 m spacing. The 3000 km2 array is collectively
called the surface detector array (SD). The SD is over-
looked by the fluorescence detector (FD), which consists
of 24 fluorescence telescopes grouped in units of 6 at
four locations on the periphery of the SD. The Auger
Observatory was designed so that events recorded by
the FD are generally recorded also by the SD. Cosmic
ray showers detected with both detectors are referred to
as hybrid events.
There are two standard methods for reconstructing the
geometry (shower axis) and energy of hybrid events.
The first method, SD reconstruction, uses only data from
SD stations. The shower geometry and station signal at
1000 m from the shower axis S(1000) are estimated.
The shower energy is derived from S(1000) and zenith
angle through a set of calibration equations (e.g., [1]).
The requirements for SD reconstruction are that the
intersection of the shower axis with the ground (core
position) be contained within an equilateral triangle of
operating stations and that at least three stations record
shower particles [2].
The second method, hybrid reconstruction, is best
described as a two-step sequence. First, data from the
FD telescopes and one SD station are used to estimate
the shower geometry [3]. This estimate is referred to
as the hybrid geometry. Second, the hybrid geometry
and the signal levels recorded by the FD telescopes are
used to determine the shower longitudinal profile and
the shower energy [4]. This energy estimate is referred
to as the FD energy. The requirements for the hybrid
geometry estimate are that at least one telescope and one
SD station record shower particles. The requirements for
the FD energy estimate are much more restrictive. One
of the most critical requirements is that the FD records
a significant fraction of the longitudinal profile.
Many hybrid events do not meet the requirements for
SD reconstruction or the FD energy estimate. Events
in this category are mostly low energy events where
the three SD stations closest to the axis did not all
record shower particles and the FD recorded only a small
fraction of the longitudinal profile. For events in this
category, it is still possible to obtain an energy estimate
with an alternative method.
This alternative method proceeds in three steps. First,
the shower geometry is estimated with the hybrid ge-
ometry method. Second, S(1000) is estimated based on
the hybrid geometry and the integrated signals from the
SD station(s). Third, the shower energy is derived from
S(1000) and zenith angle following the same procedure
used in standard SD reconstruction. The requirements for
this alternative method are the same as for the hybrid
geometry method. We call this energy estimate the
alternative-SD (alt-SD) energy estimate. In this paper,
we describe the details of the alt-SD energy estimate
and motivate its utility.
II. THE LATERAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
The S(1000) parameter has been shown to be cor-
related with shower energy [5]. To estimate S(1000)
from the signal levels in one or more SD stations, we
must know the average shape of the lateral distribution
function (LDF), i.e., the station signals as a function
of distance from the shower axis. We have previously
shown [6] that the LDF for Auger events is well
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described by the modified Nishimura Kamata Greisen
(NKG) function
S = S(1000)(r/1000)β(r + 700/1700)β ,
where S is the SD station signal calibrated in vertical
equivalent muons (VEM), r is the distance the station
is from the shower axis, and β is the slope parameter.
The slope parameter β describes the LDF shape, i.e., the
rate at which station signals decrease with distance. The
slope parameter is a function of S(1000) (or shower en-
ergy) and shower zenith angle θ. We have parameterised
β = β(S(1000), θ) for S(1000) > 3 VEM and θ < 60◦
using SD data. For a 0.4 EeV shower with θ = 38◦,
S(1000) ≈ 3 VEM.
For an unbiased parameterisation, it is important that
the SD have 100% trigger efficiency for the showers
used in the parameterisation. The main SD array has a
detector spacing of 1500 m and has near 100% trigger
efficiency above 3 EeV [7]. However, a small area of
the SD array, part of the AMIGA enhancement, has a
detector spacing of 750 m and has near 100% trigger
efficiency above 0.4 EeV [8]. The 750 m array was used
to obtain an unbiased sampling of β for showers with
0.4 < E < 3 EeV.
III. DETAILS OF THE ALT-SD METHOD
Given β(S(1000), θ) and the hybrid geometry, it is
possible to estimate S(1000) with a minimum of one
SD station. We calculate the total integrated signal S of
each station, and estimate the statistical uncertainty on
S as ∆S = 1.06
√
S [9]. Using the hybrid geometry, we
calculate the distance r each station is from the shower
axis. The station radius uncertainty ∆r is obtained from
the axis uncertainty (i.e., the uncertainty on core position
and arrival direction) via a bootstrap method [10].
To obtain an estimate of S(1000), we minimize the
following function
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(
Si − S(1000)
(
ri
1000
)β ( ri+700
1700
)β)2
(∆Si)2 + (∆ridS/dr)2
.
where N is the number of stations. The statistical
uncertainty on S(1000), i.e., ∆S(1000), is obtained by
varying S(1000) until χ2 increases by 1.
Since the number of stations and average signal
per station increases with energy, ∆S(1000)/S(1000)
tends to decrease as shower energy increases. However,
∆S(1000)/S(1000) also depends on the shower geom-
etry. For example, the value(s) of r is important. There
are actually two opposing trends. First, S increases as r
decreases, which tends to decrease ∆S(1000)/S(1000).
Second, |dS/dr| increases as r decreases, which tends
to increase ∆S(1000)/S(1000). This implies that for a
given shower energy and ∆r, there is an optimum value
for r. This value increases with shower energy. In the
energy range 0.4 < E < 3 EeV, the optimum range of
r is approximately 500 m to 1000 m.
The process of obtaining an energy estimate from
S(1000) proceeds exactly as in the standard SD recon-
struction algorithm. First, the dependence of S(1000)
on zenith angle is removed by calculating S38 for each
event, i.e., the value of S(1000) if the zenith angle of the
event was 38◦. The attenuation function used to calculate
S38 is derived directly from the data using the constant
intensity cut (CIC) technique.
Second, S38 is converted to energy through a calibra-
tion equation. This calibration equation is derived from
the subset of events with an estimate of FD energy and
an alt-SD estimate of S38. In this way, the FD energy
estimate sets the energy scale for the alt-SD method. For
the details of the CIC and energy calibration procedure,
see [11].
IV. ENERGY RESOLUTION
In Fig. 1, we show the results of the energy calibration
step. We applied the alt-SD method to Auger hybrid
events recorded from 2004 through 2008 using the fol-
lowing SD station selection criteria: signal not saturated,
S > 10 VEM, and r > 200 m. We selected events with
an S38 uncertainty < 20% and which met the strict FD
energy criteria reported in [1]. Then, we fit the S38 and
FD energy data with a broken power-law function:
E =
{
b(S38)a : S38 ≤ SB
b(SB)a−c(S38)c : S38 > SB
,
where a = 1.245 ± 0.005, b = 0.100 ± 0.001, and
c = 1.030 ± 0.007. The break point was fixed at
SB = 20 VEM. This function is shown in Fig. 1. The
reduced χ2 of the fit was 1.49. During the fitting process,
we rejected events below an anti-bias cut line shown
as a dotted line in Fig. 1. The line intersects the fitted
function at log(3 VEM).
A broken power law describes the data better than
a single power law. This shows that the calibration
equation flattens slightly (i.e., the S38 exponent becomes
larger) as shower energy decreases. We are currently
investigating this phenomenon.
Fig. 2 shows the fractional difference between the alt-
SD energy and the FD energy estimates for events that
passed the above selection criteria and with E > 3 EeV.
The RMS is 21%. This is similar to the difference
between the FD and standard SD energy estimates in the
same energy range. The main contributions to the width
of the distribution are the statistical uncertainty on the
FD and alt-SD energy estimates and inherent shower-
to-shower fluctuations (including the lack of knowledge
of the true LDF shape). At lower energy, the width of
this distribution increases slightly. For example, in the
energy range 0.4 < E < 3 EeV the RMS is 26%.
For the energy calibration procedure, it was necessary
to use events which passed a set of strict selection rules.
We have also examined the energy uncertainty of events
that passed a set of less restrictive selection rules. To do
this, we selected events with the following criteria: FD
track length > 15◦, at least one station within 850m of
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Fig. 1: S38 (from the alt-SD method) vs. FD energy for high quality events. The solid line is the energy calibration
equation
the shower axis, at least one unsaturated station with r >
200 m and S > 10 VEM, θ < 60◦, and E > 0.4 EeV.
We derived the uncertainty on the energy estimate from
the uncertainty on S(1000). The median uncertainty is
26%, and the 90% quantile is 44%.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The alt-SD energy method expands the number of
hybrid events with an energy estimate. The method is
most useful for showers with energy below the 100%
trigger efficiency of the SD. In the energy range 0.4 <
E < 1 EeV, the number of hybrid events that can be
given an alt-SD energy estimate is approximately twice
the number that can be given either a standard SD energy
estimate or an FD energy estimate. This ratio increases
as shower energy decreases.
Expanding the number of hybrid events with an
energy estimate is particularly useful for point source
studies. Generally, the hybrid geometry method returns a
more accurate estimate of the shower axis direction com-
pared to SD reconstruction. This is especially noticeable
for low energy events. For example, for events where
only 3 SD stations trigger, the angular resolution of SD
reconstruction is approximately 1.75◦ [12]. However, for
events in the same energy range, the angular resolution
of the hybrid geometry is approximately 0.6◦ [13].
Expanding the number of hybrid events with an energy
estimate allows for point source searches in narrow
energy bands.
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Fig. 2: Fractional difference between the FD and alt-SD energy for hybrid events above 3 EeV. The dotted line is
a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 21%
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